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The structure of this report is to summarise activities undertaken within the first year of
this CEH Integrating Fund project. A brief outline of activities undertaken to date are
prescnted here, but the bulk of the report consists of manuscripts that are either accepted
for publication, or near to submission.
Brief overview of rosect clescri tion
The following text is contained within the original project description:
The IHEM project will exploit existing component modelling approaches at IH and ITE
to:
I. Develop an efficient integrated model, capturing the essential elements of plant
growth and surface-atmosphere gas exchange including atmospheric and soil
feedbacks.
Investigate ecosystem responses over a wide range of environmental conditions and
anthropogenic forcings.
Significantly increase the confidence with which land-surface responses to
atmospheric changes may be predicted.
Such a model (THEM)will:
Explicitly characterise all important inter-component feedbacks.
Demonstrate if such feedbacks simplify behaviour of the surface-atmosphere system.
Be succinct and parameter-scarce, as opposed to a complicated series of individual
component models.
First ear activities
The very first task of the project was to spend a few days working on the final galley
proofs of paper Huntingford UFOand Monteith (ITEBush) "The behaviour of a mixed-
layer model of the convective boundary layer coupled to a big leaf model of surface
energy partitioning". This outlines a methodology to reduce land surface and boundary-
layer feedbacks so a single equation. The Penman Monteith and Convective
(atmospheric) Boundary Layer equations may be formally combined to a single functional
form, mainly dependent upon stomatal resistance. The resultant form demonstrates a
surprising reduction in variability in land surface energy partitioning (as a function of
other environmental constraints) into latent and sensible heat fluxes.
A key task of the project is to develop a land surface description capable of predicting
potential changes in land surface cover within a warmer, CO2enhanced atmosphere. This
has been achieved through simplification of the Hadley Centre GCM land surface model,
and a new description developed representing a single vegetation type. Model thresholds
are found within a prescribed changing climate that allow either 1) a new vegetation type
to emerge, 2) an existing vegetation type that is robust to climate change and 3) an
existing vegetation type that will "die-back" (re: similar work by Andrew Friend (ITE,
now NASA-G1SS) on die-back within the Amazon rainforest). An interesting finding is
that the onset of "die-back" is highly dependent upon the functional form prescribed for
plant respiration. Traditionally, such fluxes are given less attention that photosynthetic
activity. This paper demonstrates that this could be a dangerous approach when predicting
future global change. The work is summarised in Huntingford (IH), Cox (Hadley
Centre) and Lenton (ITE Bush), and has been submitted to Ecological Modelling.
The ability of the convective boundary layer to mitigate (or otherwise) changes in surface
energy fluxes, as a function of variation in the land surface, are formally classified within
a statistic s. If s is greater than 100%,then the atmospheric boundary layer will enhance
any changes in the land surface. This work undertaken here extends that by Jacobs and
DeBruin (J. Climate, 5, p693), but within a morc formal framcwork. It provides a linkage
with the work of Huntingford and Monteith (1998). The atmospheric boundary-layer is
found to suppress changes in stomatal resistance and roughness length, but enhances the
impact of variation in surface albedo on surface flxues. This has implications for changes
in land surface cover and land degradation. A paper has been written Huntingford (IH)
and White (ITE Bush, now Herriot Watt university) which is near to internal review
and hopefully submission to Boundary-layerMeteorology.
To develop a balanced model of boundary-layer feedbacks, the land surface description
must retain a simple framework. It is very easy to develop more and more complicated
land surface models, sometimes with each vegetation biome retaining it's own
characteristics. However, even at very low levels above the ground, the individual fluxes
can be aggregated to just a few parameters. To demonstrate this (and the ability to transfer
parameterisations between surface scheme of different complexities), a test case of heat
fluxes for a Sahelian savannah are investigated. This is summarised in a manuscript
(accepted, subject to minor revision) by Huntingford (IH), Verhoef (IH, now Reading
university) and Stewart (IH, retired).
The most important control upon land surface energy partitioning (and associated energy
fluxes into the atmosphere, controlling boundary layer development) is stomatal
resistance. Many authors have modelled this as a function of microclimate, and notably
temperature, vapour pressure deficit, soil moisture content and atmospheric CO2
concentration. However Monteith (1995, Plant Cell Env., 18, p357) suggest that the
vapour pressure deficit response is actual a proxy variable for vegetation response to the
water fluxes. In addition, Leuning (1995, Plant Cell Env., 18, p339) suggest that the
temperature and light responses are a proxy variable for response to net photosynthesis.
Finally, work of Tardieu (1993, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond., 341, p57) suggest that
stomatal behaviour is due to chemical signalling (ABA), alerting stomatal controls to soil
water status. This Integrating Fund project has allowed a comparison to be made between
such models. Mathematical analysis has highlighted that all three models can in fact be
related, and formally shown to be nearly equivalent. Extending this analysis further shows
that in fact stomatal control can be shown to be a function of BOTH water and carbon
dioxide fluxes, and the two other external variables of soil water status and atmospheric
CO2concentration only. This work is currently given within a draft manuscript by
Huntingford (IH) and Smith (IH), which we hope to place within internal review
shortly. If physically correct, then this will greatly reduce the complexity of land surface
schemes needed, and could change our current perception of how vegetation responds to
both short timescale weather, and longer term climate change. Indeed, the mathematical
analysis has generated a major surprise here. It is just possible that all short term
dependence of stomatal control to "weather" is contained within explicit responses to the
water and photosynthetic fluxes, whilst the long term behaviour is given through two
environmental conditions with "memory", namely soil water status and atmospheric CO2
concentration. We certainly look forward to seeing what the referees make of it —the
intention is to submit to Plant Cell and Environment.
In a final development, a piece of work has started looking at the dependence of surface
energy partitioning as a function of stomatal control, but based upon the extensive data
held at IH. Both papers (Huntingford and Monteith, and, Huntingford and White)
hopefully generate new insights into boundary-layer feedbacks, but they arc quite
idealised in concept. In a research paper (Huntingford (Ill) and Harding (IH)), data
from four sites that range across geographical extremes will be collated and combined
into a single study. Thesc sites are a) tundra site, North Norway, b) UK grassland site, c)
Sahelian site, SW Niger and d) Amazonia, Rondonia, Brazil. A riddle needs to be
addressed. The previous papers suggest that, apart from initial temperature and humidity
at sunrise, surface energy partitioning is almost independent of all other initial or
boundary conditions. If this is the case, then it should be possible to characterise water
use efficiency almost totally as a function of mean climatology. Careful (and consistent)
analysis of these datasets will hopefully confirm the validity of these findings.
Other project activities have included:
• Retaining and developing all numerical code used within the manuscripts. This code
is very carefully documented (including all variable descriptions, units and
appropriate "comment" statements), which will allow for a final IHEM model to be
distributed.
Full literature searches undertaken and maintained using the BIDS system, with
references then filed locally in Reference Manager. This electronic structure of
information (and the associated references themselves) allows for a CEH database on
land-atmosphere feedbacks to be developed.
The creation of a project web site, for cross access with ITE (Bush).
The project now has file space and access to the full ECMWF Re-analysis database,
which will be of importance within year 2 of the project.
Implementation of the Met Office Single Column Model on the Institute of Hydrology
computers.
Visits by staff between Wallingford and Edinburgh (and vice versa).
Perhaps the most helpful contribution to this project that is not currently available is
further details ecological information on vegetation change and structure that may occur
within a perturbed climate. This information could be used to further enhance/calibrate
the physiological aspects of the MEM model. It is certainly a loss that both collaborators
from ITE Bush (Andrew Friend and Andy White) have accepted posts elsewhere.
However, once the ITE Bush modelling group is rebuilt, I believe there will be some
superb opportunities to develop the biological aspects further.
Pro sed activities in ear two
I am hopeful that the manuscripts outlined above have generated a framework of
modelling components that arc of "intermediate complexity" inasmuch as they are 1)
parameter scarce, 2) when coupled together generate a well-balanced (IHEM) model, but
most importantly, 3) still retain all the salient features expected in land-atmosphere
fecdbacks. However, it is not enough to simply create "conceptual" models, and I hope
this project will place a high emphasis upon comparison with actual data.
The Institute of Hydrology has a long history of land surface measurements, using eddy
correlation devices to relate local microclimate to surface fluxes of water and carbon.
These provide good understanding of land surface processes, but of course they are
uncoupled from the atmosphere above. The intention is to use these measurements in
conjunction with the Met. Office Single Column Model, thereby combining surface
behaviour with atmospheric feedbacks. A missing component is prescription of
atmospheric fluxes of heat and vapour into the column of air above. These will be derived
from the ECMWF re-analysis data. The latter is based upon real data, as the ECMWF
analysis includes meteorological measurements to "nudge" their model output to be more
realistic. The combination of all these components will allow the issue of local
atmospheric feedbacks to be reduced to a closed systcm.
The work undertaken within the first papers outlined above do rely on the models applied
to clear and sunny days. A major step forward will be to use the Met .0. Single Column
Model to investigate feedbacks during periods of cloudiness and even rainfall.
Classification of advective fluxes will play a very important role in this case.
A further hope is to continue collaboration with Mark Smith and test the ideas
outlined in the Appendix against data collected from the Blackwood field site. If it is
confirmed that vegetation response is based far morc upon surface fluxes (as opposed to
microclimate), thcn a unique opportunity opens to revisit and cxtend the optimisation
ideas of Farquhar (Canberra University), as already started by Huntingford (IH),
Raupach (CSIRO) and Cox (Hadley Centre). This earlier work is outlined within the
Appendix to "Combined growth and water use modelling of mixed vegetation", CHI
Integrating Fund Project T06050P2. Many of these new ideas are written out in note
form. Their further extension provide a fantastic opportunity for the new CEH Bush staff
to develop under this project.
Within the Institute of Hydrology, colleagues are undertaking equilibrium GCM
simulations with different land surface descriptions. A hope is that this project (by year
three) will be of use of such colleagues by providing some simplified insight into the full
GCM simulations.
I do believe that this project will enhance the CEH science base. Much comes down to
finding to correct balance between providing the "glue" between other CEH science
activities, developing conceptual models that are a distinct product of this project itself,
and then relating such models to the extensive datasets held within the separate CEH labs.
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Abstract.
A simple parameter-scarce model of vegetation dynamics is introduced which describes a single
dominant vegetation type using three equations for vegetation carbon, fractional coverage by the
vegetation and soil carbon. Three categories of response to prescribed increases in atmospheric
CO2 concentration and temperature are identified:
The emergence of a new dominant vegetation type in a cold environment. When the
vegetation is establishing, there is a long period (dependent upon the "seeding" fraction) of slow
vegetation spread. This is followed by a rapid increase in fractional cover as the vegetation moves
to being in near equilibrium with the perturbed climate, causing a large puLse of positive net
ecosystem productivity (carbon uptake from the atmosphere).
Robust behaviour of an established vegetation in a warm environment. Extra carbon
assimilated is mostly allocated to spreading, but because the fractional cover is nearly complete,
the carbon is further diverted into extra litter fall ("self shading"). The soil carbon reservoir grows
and net ecosystem productivity is initially weakly positive. However, soil respiration increases
more rapidly with warming than net primary production, causing a gradual switch to weakly
negative net ecosystem productivity.
"Die-back" can occur at high temperatures. Net primary productivity starts to decrease
causing a decline in litter supply and shrinkage of the soil carbon reservoir. Eventually, there
is not enough incoming carbon to match natural disturbance rates, and the vegetation rapidly
decreases in fractional coverage until it disappears. This causes a large pulse of negative net
ecosystem productivity (releasing carbon dioxide to the atmosphere). In the simulations under-
taken, the assumption that dark and plant respiration do not "cut-off" at high temperatures
allowed sufficient decrease in net primary productivity to trigger such "die-back" The descrip-
tion of respiration strongly influences the predicted behaviour of the terrestrial ecosystem model.
KEYWORDS: Biomass, Growth modelling, CO2 fertilisation, Respiration, Climate Change
I Introduction
Anthropogenic fossil fuel emissions are increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide con-
centrations, and are likely to cause associated increases in mean atmospheric tem-
perature (the "greenhouse" .effect). The uptake or release of carbon by terrestrial
ecosystems depends upon both ambient carbon dioxide and temperature as these
directly affect ecosystem productivity.
The next generation of General Circulation Models (GCMs) will include the
global carbon cycle, and as such will require a description of the changes in terres-
trial carbon budget. A GCM coupled to a land surface model can predict changes
in terrestrial carbon which might result from perturbations in atmospheric green-
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house gases. Associated increases in radiative forcing are balanced by changes in
surface microclimate (most notably temperature, 7' (K)), which impacts upon the
fluxes of both photosynthesis, and vegetation and soil respiration. Photosynthetic
activity is also a function of ambient 002 level c,„ (ppm), and this concentration
may itself be enhanced or offset by changes in terrestrial carbon content.
Coupled CCM simulations include land-atmosphere feedback mechanisms, which
influence the response of terrestrial ecosystems to changing climate. However, in
this fully coupled context, it may be difficult to isolate and understand particular
modes of vegetation behaviour. For example, ecosystem change as a consequence
of land-atmosphere feedbacks may be difficult to distinguish from characteristics
of the terrestrial carbon cycle model.
It is necessary to understand generic behaviours of the terrestrial carbon cycle
that can occur within a changing climate, and can then be classified and related to
thresholds in climatic forcing. To develop this categorisation, it is sensible to study
the different behaviours of any proposed land surface model "off-line", driven by
representative changes in microclimate due to increased radiative forcing.
In this paper, a simple description of vegetation dynamics is presented which
is a subset of the "TRIFFID" dynamic global vegetation model currently being
introduced within the Hadley Centre CCM (Cox and Palmer, 1996). This sim-
ple model captures the gross ecosystem changes that may be expected within a
CO2 enriched climate. The model is deliberately simple and parameter-scarce,
but dynamic, allowing the investigation of vegetation "lags" when responding to
a changing climate. The vegetation may grow vertically (thereby changing the
vegetation carbon), and may also spread at higher net primary productivity val-
ues (thereby adjusting the fractional coverage). The main driving variable is net
primary productivity, supplied by a model of photosynthesis and plant respiration.
Two different descriptions of vegetation respiration as a function of temperature
are analysed, which differ as to whether a high temperature "cutoff" exists. A com-
plete mathematical description is provided, onto which more complicated dynamic
terrestrial ecosystem models can potentially be mapped.
The equations of the model are described in Section 2. Section 3 presents mimer-
ical solutions for three case studies, in which the initial atmospheric (leaf level)
temperature is prescribed different values, thereby representing different climatic
regimes. These include cases representing vegetation emergence and "dieback".
Section 3.4 also discusses the critical CO2 concentration beyond which ecosystem
carbon storage is modelled to decrease. The model is tractable to analytical meth-
ods, which are used to contrast the equilibrium and dynamic solutions in Section
4. In equilibrium mode, all behaviour is described through a series of derived
algebraic solutions. In dynamic mode, "order-of-magnitude" analyses allow lags
in the system (the differences between dynamic and equilibrium response) to be
mathematically described and predicted. The relevance of the results to future
global change are discussed in Section 5.
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2 The governing equations
2.1 ECOSYSTEM MODEL
The status of a dominant vegetation type is described by just three key control-
ling variables, namely vegetation carbon, CB (kg C (m2 vegetation) ), fractional
coverage v (m2 vegetation (m2 land surface)') and soil carbon Cs (kg C (m2
land surface)1). Vegetation is allowed to grow or shrink "vertically" (within a
fixed arca), through variations in CB. The rate of change of CB is modelled as the
balance between net carbon accumulation by the vegetation and natural turnover
thus:
dt
where II (kg C (m2 vegetation)-1 s-I) is Net Primary Productivity (NPP), (I -A„)
is an allometric constant for the fraction of NPP directed to vegetation growth, -y,
(s-I) is vegetation turnover timescale and t (s) is time.
Vegetation is also allowed to spread or retract in spatial coverage. The rate
of change of fractional coverage is a balance between the remaining NPP (after
growth) that is available for spreading minus any disturbance. Hence
dv
CB—dt Av(1 - v)H - -roiCa
where 7„ is the disturbance rate. The factor (1 - v) represents additional distur-
bance due to "self-shading", and is consistent with the Lotka-Volterra equation for
ecosystem competition.
The spatial (patch) scale associated with vegetation coverage is considered
small, and as such soil carbon is assumed to be everywhere (and hence the units
of Cs being per unit of land surface). Soil carbon is a balance between incoming
vegetation litter A (kg C M-2 vegetation r') and soil respiration rate R, (kg C
M -2 land surface s-'). That is
dCs
= vA - R,dt (3)
The total carbon content Cr (kg C 1n-2 ground) is therefore given by Cr =
l/C8
The litter flux is composed of biomass falling to the ground through both
turnover and disturbance. Conservation of vegetation carbon gives (from coin-
bining Eqs (1) and (2))
—d(uCig) = vfl - v + 7,,) + , (4)dt
and so A = Cy(7 c+ 7.)+ A„vIl.
dC5
= (1 - )11 - 7,CH 
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2.2 PARTITIONING PARAMETER, Au
A dimensionless partitioning parameter, 0 < AL, < 1, determines how available
carbon is split into growth or spreading. A number near unity implies that most
NPP is directed into "spreading", whilst a number near zero implies that most
NPP is directed into "vertical" growth. In this model, vegetation needs to grow
to a critical biomass, expressed as a minimum leaf area index, Loth, (m2 leaf
(in2 vegetation)-1), before spreading can occur. For an emerging vegetation that
attains Latin (due to a changed climate resulting in increased NPP), the carbon
available for spreading is modelled as increasing linearly in leaf area index, L (m2
leaf (m2 vegetation)-1). That is
0 L < Lmin
Ap = L
 Lana < L < Lmax (5)
1 L Lmax
where Lm (m2 leaf (m2 vegetation)-1) is a maximum attainable leaf area index.
Here, the dominant vegetation type is considered to be mainly representative of
trees, and L„„a and ',mar are set as 4 and 10 respectively. Leaf area index and
vegetation carbon are related in a simple linear fashion as
CB = al, (6)
where a (kg C (m2 vegetation)-1) is a constant of proportionality. For this exercise,
a value of a is found through comparison with the main TRIFFID model for a
high LAI value (representative of forest). This gives a value of a = 1.72, although
Eq. (6) represents a significant simplification of the full TRIFFID model.
Equations (1) to (6) provide a complete and parameter-scarce dynamic vegeta-
tion model for given carbon dioxide fluxes into and out of the system, namely net
primary productivity, 11 and soil respiration 11,.
2.3 LEAF PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND RESPIRATION
Top-leaf net photosynthesis, A1 (kg C (m2 vegetation)-' s-'), is given by
Ai= Pt - Rd)
where Pi (kg C (m2 vegetation)-' s-') is the top-leaf gross photosynthesis and
Rd,: (kg C (m2 vegetation)-' s-1) is the top-leaf dark respiration. Many authors
propose that gross photosynthesis is the minimum of three rates, each represent-
ing a "light limited", "Rubisco limited" and "transport limited" solution, whilst
Collatz et at (1991) propose a gradual transition between such limits. This latter
approach is adopted here, with the parameterisations dascribed in full in Cox et
at, 1999. In particular, Pi is dependent upon photosynthetically active radiation,
/par (W m-2), leaf level temperature, (assumed to be the ambient temperature, T
(K)) and intercellular CO2 concentration, cs (ppm). Stomata] conductance g, (m
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s-1) is based upon the description of Jacobs (1994) and implemented by Cox et
at., (1998), which relates ci to leaf level specific humidity deficit, D (kg kg-1), and
the ambient CO2 concentration, co (Ppm), as (ci - r)/(cd - r) = foil - (DID.)).
Constants D. = 1.0 (kg kg-1) and fo = 0.875 are representative of broadleaf trees,
and (ppm) is the photorespiration compensation point. When combined with
the equation for diffusion of CO2 through the stomata, this "closure" enables g,
to be derived from net photosynthesis. This "closure" shows that gross photo-
synthesis also depends upon temperature and leaf level humidity, q (kg kg-1) via
D and also the ambient CO2 concentration, all by influencing intercellular COz
concentration, cj. In the event that Rd,s > Pi, then stomatal conductance is fixed
at a minimum value.
Although the dependence of Pi upon the combination of T, lp,„, ca and q is
complicated, a dominant feature throughout is a strong response to temperature.
In particular (for small variations in c, and high values of /par), there is a near
proportionality to the maximum rate of carboxylation of Rubisco, 17,,,„„x (mol
(m2 vegetation)-1 s-I). Expressed through parameter C normalised to unity at
T = 298.15K, then for C3 plants this is given as
= 1.037 + e0.3(7'-309.15).
This functional form, including the higher temperature cut-off implicit within the
denominator, is based on the work of Collatz (1991).
A model is required for top-leaf dark respiration, Ro. Within the literature,
there are a range of different temperature dependent functions to describe dark
respiration fluxes. Many models describe dark respiration as increasing continu-
ously as temperatures rise (eg Lloyd et at, 1995, Friend et al., 1995), and where
the latter uses a function that (for a broad range of temperatures) is the equiva-
lent to a "Q10" function of value near two. Other authors perturb these functions
to include a high temperature cutoff (eg Collatz et at, 1991), and many authors
relate Rd' directly to 17,muir(Sellers et at, 1996, Cox et al., 1999). These functions
contain quite different behaviour, particularly at higher temperatures.
An estimate of the sensitivity of the dynamic terrestrial ecosystem model to
the description of dark respiration is sought. Hence, two possible functional forms
are considered that represent different behaviours at higher temperatures. These
describe Rd as either linear in ( or C, where the latter is a "Q10" function. The
two functions are made to be equal at T = 298.15K, and so C is given by
(/ = 2.00.1(T-298.15).
The final respiration term that requires calculation is non-leaf plant respiration
(at the top of the canopy), Rpj (kg C (m2 vegetation)-1 s-l), and this is modelled
as linear in dark respiration. That is flms = ptRdj. The value of A is related
to the ratio of nitrogen contents of stems and roots to leaves, and vegetation
2.0 0.I(T-298.15)
(7)
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biomass. Here, p is set to a single value based upon comparison with the full
TRIFFID model using typical parameter values and for an LAI value of eight. In
these circumstances, this gives /./ = 3.85 which is used here. It is now possible to
calculate top-leaf level NPP,
ni = Pt - Rd,I Rpj• (8)
The behaviour of II1 for variations in temperature are shown in Figure 1a,b. These
correspond to the two forms of respiration (linear in ( and ('), and for different
values of atmospheric CO2. As expected, there are major differences between
predictions of Fit at high temperatures between the two forms of respiration.
For all temperatures, a higher atmospheric CO2 concentration results in higher
values of rh. Although not shown here, Eli also quickly saturates in increasing ./pc„.
(around 100 W m-2) and is very weakly dependent upon variations in q (kg kg-1)
(through D and c„).
2.4 SCALING TO CANOPY LEVEL
A scaling law is required between leaf and canopy level NPP. This is provided
by Sellers et al., (1992), where it is assumed that the relative importance of all
limiting factors is the same at every depth. Therefore, NPP is regarded as linear
in available light, which decays exponentially throughout the canopy (Beer's Law).
Integration through the canopy gives a multiplicative parameter fpar given by
fpar =
1 —CkL
(9)
where k (set here to 0.5) is a canopy light extinction coefficient. Hence, net primary
productivity, II, is calculated as
n = 4.2r111. (10)
2.5 SOIL RESPIRATION
Soil respiration is modelled as a "Q10" function in temperature and linearly depen-
dent on soil carbon, thus
Rs = tcsCs2.00.1(T-298.15) (11)
where oc, = 1.0 x 10-8 (s-i) is a constant of proportionality.
2.6 PREDICTIONS OF TEMPERATURE CHANGE AS A FUNCTION OF INCREASED
ATMOSPHERIC CO2
The growth model is assumed to respond to changes in annual mean temperature
and atmospheric CO2 concentration. As such, no account is made of the diurnal
cycle, seasonality or inter-annual variability, which are regarded as "integrated
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out" of this modelling exercise. An estimate of the mean impact of increased
greenhouse gas concentrations upon temperature is frequently expressed through
a climate sensitivity parameter A, (W 111-2 K-1). This relates radiative forcing
anomaly AQ (W m-2) to the global mean temperature anomaly AT (K) as
AQ = A,AT. (12)
Huntingford and Cox (1999) investigate three transient experiments from Version
3 of the Hadley Centre coupled land-atmosphere-ocean GCM, HadCM3, which
suggest that A, r- 0.94 (W 111-2 K-1). For climate change predominantly driven
by the accumulation of extra atmospheric CO2 (assumed to be representative of
surface level CO2 concentrations, ca), then this may be expressed as (Shine et al.,
1990)
caAQ 5.41n (—) .
Coo
The multiplicative factor of 5.4 is diagnosed from HadCM3 (W.J. Ingram, personal
communication) and cao is an initial atmospheric CO2 concentration of 280 ppm,
representing pre-industrial conditions. Here, atmospheric CO2 concentration is
modelled as increasing by 1% (cumulative) per annum, which broadly corresponds
to a future "business as usual" scenario. Thus
Co = 1ICC o0, T = T0 + AT = Te +0.0572r, (13)
where r (yr) is the time in years since the start of the model run and To (K) is the
initial unperturbed temperature for the model simulation. This is not regarded as
the global mean temperature, but instead, varies, acting as a proxy variable for
spatial position.
Eqs (13) provide the two driving conditions to the NPP model (for fixed In,
and q), and therefore drives the vegetation growth model. No account is taken
here of possible revised soil moisture stresses upon II which may occur within a
perturbed climate.
3 Numerical solutions
Numerical simulations using the model described in Section 2 are undertaken.
The model is operated in the more physically realistic dynamic mode, and also
in equilibrium mode, where intercomparison indicates the importance of system
"lags". The equilibrium state corresponds to setting all time derivative terms to
zero in Eqns (1) to (4). By definition, Net Ecosystem Productivity (NEP) (equal
to vfl - R,) is uniformly zero for the equilibrium case. The dynamic solutions are
all initialised from an equilibrium state. Throughout all runs, 'PAR= 200 W rI1-2
and q = 0.005 kg kg-1. Three distinct behaviours are simulated.
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3 .1 AN EMERGING VEGETATIONTYPE
Figure 2 corresponds to model behaviour for increasing CO2 and increasing tem-
perature (both satisfying Eqs (13)), starting from an initial low temperature value
of To =276.15 K (3°C). In the equilibrium solution, a threshold in NPP, fl, is
passed such that some carbon can then be allocated to spreading (that is, AL,> 0).
There then follows a general increase in fractional coverage, and therefore total
vegetation carbon (vCB), along with a corresponding increase in litter flux vA (kg
C (m2 ground cover)-1 s-1). The latter balances soil respiration, giving a general
increase in soil carbon. For this newly emerging and unestablished vegetation, the
turnover and disturbance rate are high (both 0.1 yr-1).
The dynamic solution in Figure 2 behaves somewhat differently. The threshold
passed by NPP (such that L > L1) also allows the vegetation to start to spread.
However, it takes a long time (approximately 100 years) before the vegetation can
really develop, due to the large lags in fractional coverage. This is then followed
by a rapid increase in fractional coverage (corresponding to a positive pulse in
NEP). For periods beyond 150 years, the dynamic solution maintains only a small
lag behind the equilibrium solution. The pulse in NEP demonstrates the ability of
even a simple dynamic terrestrial ecosystem model to exhibit potential "surpris-
es" through its nonlinear behaviour. In this simulation, such behaviour could be
defined as beneficial, as any positive values of NEP will absorb some future CO2
emissions. For the low initial temperature, this model run could be representative
of the northward migration of the boreal forest under a changed climate.
The numerical simulation presented in Figure 2 adopts respiration functions
that are linear in (. Using linearity in (' for this low temperature simulation
results in a model output (not presented here) that is virtually identical to that of
Figure 2.
3.2 AN INVARIANTVEGETATIONTYPE
In the second numerical run, presented in Figure 3, the model is initialised at a
higher temperature of To = 293.15K (20°C). The model now corresponds to a well
established vegetation and turnover and disturbance rates are accordingly reduced
to 0.02 yr-1. Throughout the numerical run, NPP increases. The vegetation
has established a high leaf area index, and as such, the model attempts to direct
any extra carbon to spreading. However, the fractional coverage is near to unity,
and so the vegetation is unable to spread further. As a consequence, self-shading
forces most of the increased available carbon directly into litter. This extra litter
initially enhances the soil carbon content. However, later in the simulation and
as the temperature rises, this effect is overtaken by higher soil respiration. The
ecosystem therefore switches from being a carbon sink (positive NEP) to a carbon
source (negative NEP).
This simulation has many interesting aspects. The vegetation carbon content is
almost invariant throughout, and implies that should vegetation reach this state,
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then its existence is stable and robust. For almost all the key model variables and
diagnostics presented in Figure 3, the equilibrium and dynamic runs are virtually
indistinguishable, implying that system lags are negligible. The peak in soil content
suggests that enhanced carbon uptake by vegetation in a warming climate may
eventually be lost in the future should even higher temperatures be encountered.
Using the alternative form of respiration being linear in (' does not significantly
alter the results.
3.3 VEGETATION DIE BACK
In a final two simulations, the model is initialised from a very high temperature
of To = 305.15K (32°C), and so is likely to describe semi-arid regions. As may be
expected from comparing Figures la,b (whereby the major differences in leaf NPP
occur at higher temperatures), then model predictions differ greatly depending
upon whether dark and plant respiration are linear in or C. Using functional
form ( (see Figure 4), then this solution has similar properties to the simulation
described in Section 3.2. That is, changes in NPP affect the litter flux, and there-
fore soil carbon. However, the vegetation itself retains an almost invariant carbon
content, CB with a fractional coverage near unity.
The model using a respiration flux that is monotonically increasing in tempera-
ture behaves very differently (see Figure 5). Now, net primary productivity starts
to decrease at very early times, until eventually temperatures are sufficiently high
that respiration is larger than photosynthetic uptake (resulting in negative NPP
values). As NPP decreases, the litter flux initially decreases (causing a gradual
decrease in soil carbon, Cs) but with the fractional coverage remaining near to
unity. However, when the carbon directed into spreading is no longer sufficient
to balance both the natural disturbance rate and the creation of litter through
self-shading, then v starts to decrease rapidly. Around the same time, there is a
rapid drop in vegetation carbon, CB (as shown through the figure for LAI), until
eventually the vegetation disappears. In the dynamic solution, the loss of fraction-
al coverage falls behind the loss of LAI, eventually leaving a vegetation with very
little carbon per unit area to slowly reduce in prevalence. As the vegetation "dies-
back", there is a large negative NEP, corresponding to a pulse of carbon into the
atmosphere. The internal dynamics extend the period during which the vegeta-
tion dies by a factor of about two compared to the equilibrium solution (consider,
for instance, the vegetation carbon, vC8). This simulation demonstrates how the
modelled vegetation can initially be robust to variations in driving conditions, but
once the key threshold is passed where there is no excess assimilation of carbon to
form litter, then the vegetation can "die-back" very quickly.
It is noted that even within Figure 4 (that is, with respiration linear in 0,
NPP deceases rapidly towards the end of the simulation. Eventually "dieback"
occurs in this example too (should the simulation be continued for further times),
and so the timing of modelled "die-back" depends crucially upon the form of the
respiration terms.
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3.4 CRITICAL CONDITIONS FOR TERRESTRIAL CARBON LOSS
Vegetation dieback is a special case of the loss of total terrestrial (that is soil
plus vegetation) carbon Cr, which is predicted at high 002 concentrations in
models of this type. As atmospheric 002 concentrations increase the climate is
expected to warm as a result of the greenhouse effect, with a subsequent increase
in both photosynthetic rates (mainly due to CO2-fertilsation) and also respiration
rates (owing to the higher temperatures). Initially, the ecosystem may act as a
net carbon sink, as photosynthesis increases faster than plant or soil respiration.
However, CO2-fertilsation is expected to saturate at high 002 concentrations, and
photosynthesis will ultimately decrease at very high temperatures. By constrast, in
most models, plant or soil respiration (or both) continue to increase monotonically
with temperature. These models must therefore pass a critical 002 concentration
beyond which terrestrial carbon begins to decrease.
Figure 6 shows results from a family of equilibrium simulations which are under-
taken to examine the critical conditions for this "sink-to-source" transition, as a
function of the initial temperature To. In each case the turnover and disturbance
rates (ryc and -0 are fixed at 0.02 yr-1, and the 002 concentration increased
until the total soil plus vegetation carbon is a maximum. Beyond this point the
modelled ecosystem would provide a positive rather than a negative feedback on
CO2-induced climatic change. The two lines in Figure 6 demonstrate the sensi-
tivity of this critical point to the parameterisation of dark and plant respiration.
In both cases the critical atmospheric CO2 concentration (Figure 6(a)) decreas-
es strongly with (initial) temperature, but the values are lower if dark and plant
respiration are assumed to increase monotonically with temperature. There are
turning points for terrestrial carbon as a function of 002 even in the other model
(dark and (non-leaf) plant respiration linear in a largely because soil respiration
is still assumed to follow the standard "Q10" dependence on temperature.
4 Solution Analysis
The four runs described in Section 3 demonstrate how even a simple terrestrial
carbon cycle model can be used to generate many possible responses of vegetation
to a perturbed climate. Here, exact solutions are given for the terrestrial ecosystem
model when in equilibrium mode (corresponding to the dotted lines within Figures
2 to 5). In addition, an investigation of the "magnitude of terms" within the full
dynamic model allows inferences to be made of the importance of lags, when
compared to the equilibrium solution.
These analyses allow more insight into the specific runs described in Section 3.
However, by generating a fuller understanding of the system, it is then possible to
predict behaviours for a broad range of possible initial conditions and parameters.
This has the potential to confirm whether effects seen from a small number of
numerical simulations are general, or whether they are a consequence of particular
combinations of driving parameters. Throughout this section, the unit of time is
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years.
4.1 EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTIONS
Equilibrium solutions correspond to setting all transient terms within Eqs (1) to (3)
to zero. By definition, vII = vA = R,.
4.1.1 Vegetation carbon
In equilibrium, vegetation carbon (per unit area of vegetation cover) satisfies CB =
(1 — Aw)11/-m.Combined with Eqns (5) and (6), this gives
CB =
n(1) 

7c
aL,,,1TI t
°lc +nor+11 t
for fl(t) < orycLmm,
for II(t) > OnteLmtn.
(14)
The first solution corresponds to L < L,n,n and A,,,= 0 (that is, all carbon is put
into growth) whilst the second solution corresponds to Lm,n < L < LT., There
is no solution L > L„,a as this requires 11 — * oo. For increasing values of n, it is
observed that CB increases linearly until L = Lmm, beyond which the vegetation
carbon content saturatas towards a theoretical limit of oL„,a.
4 1.2 Fractional coverage
Equilibrium vegetation fractional coverage satisfies v = max {0, (1 —(71,G8/r1Av))).
After some algebra, incorporating Eqs (5) and (14), this gives
vf 0,1 (ner7vLI T )1.
" IneLimin
(15)
Through the definition of A„, a necessary condition for vegetation to exist is that
L > Ln„„. In fact this is not a sufficient condition for v > 0, and from Eq (15), it
may be seen that the condition for vegetation to exist is
IRO > a('roLmin it.Lmax). (16)
For vegetation to sustain a non-zero equilibrium fractional coverage, there must
be sufficient carbon available to both allow L > L,n,„, and to overcome the self-
shading disturbance rate implicit within the model for spreading. This effect can
be observed within Figure 2, whereby L > L„„„ = 4 before spreading occurs.
For very high values of net primary productivity, v — 1. Combined with the
similar observation for saturation of vegetation carbon, then should environmental
conditions become very favourable for the uptake of carbon, a point is reached
where the dominant vegetation type is no longer able to grow or spread. This is
the stable state that may be observed for the simulations given in Figures 3 and
4.
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4.1.3 Soil carbon
In equilibrium, soil carbon is given by
vfl(t)

Cs - (17)Ks 2.00.1(T-298.15) •
The equilibrium soil carbon is therefore a balance between changes in NPP and
fractional coverage and the temperature influence upon soil respiration. As noted
for the simulation in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the soil carbon initially gains from
the increase in litter (equal to vfl in equilibrium mode), before increases in soil
respiration are sufficient to overtake and force a decrease in soil carbon content.
4 .2 DYNAMIC SOLUTIONS
Equilibrium solutions reveal much about the terrestrial carbon cycle system. How-
ever, they ignore transient effects due to the implicit tiinescales inherent within
vegetation dynamics. From observing Figures 2-5, during most periods, there is a
very small lag of the dynamic solution behind the equilibrium case. However, this
is not true for the examples of a newly emerging vegetation type and the "die-back"
event. Although exact solutions are not available for the dynamic case, significant
understanding of the terrestrial behaviour may be achieved by "order of magni-
tude" arguments. Smith and Shugart (1993) suggest that in periods of change, the
longest timescales will dominate behaviour. The analysis below providas a more
formal basis for such conclusions.
4.2.1 Vegetation carbon
Suppose NPP is changing throughout a run of length t* (yr) and at a rate of
order x (kg C m-2yr-2). That is clII/dt O(x). If it is initially assumed that
the lags are relatively small, then the dominant model terms will be those on the
right-hand side of Eqs (1) to (3). Hence, from Eq (1), the change in vegetation
carbon is of magnitude XVII - A„)17,. Nondimensionalising variables (where '
means dimensionless) gives
, t
t = =  'MC B  
B —A,;)xt. (18)
Hence Eqn (2) may be written as
	
81 dC'13(1
- Aw)n, c.„8,
	
dt'(1 - At)
(1 - At)
8, _
(-yer) '
(19)
where At is a typical value of the partitioning coefficient during the simulation. An
explicit scaling could also be found for Au (using the equilibrium solutions given in
Section 4.1.1), although the resultant algebra then detracts from the transparency
of Eqs (19). Instead, it is assumed that during any different period of interest,
(1 - Av)/(1 - At) is of order unity.
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If 1611<<1, this confirms the hypothesis that over the timescale of interest, then
the lag (expressed as a fraction of change in the equilibrium solution) is small. The
absolute value of the lag, C8ga9 (kg C (m2 vegetation)-') is then 61 multiplied by
the scaling for CB. That is
C jag ^' 0 (X(1 —At)2 ht2 ) • (20)
In Figure 2, 1 - Au is approximately 0.5, and so 61 = 0.025, which corresponds
to a very small lag in CB (see plot for LAI). Similar calculations may be made in
Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Within Figure 5, consider the period as "die-back" occurs. Let t• = 50 yr, and
as now LAI Lsnear to Lmin, then 1 - Au sa 0(1). Hence 61 = 1.0. This value
implies that all terms in Eq (1) balance, and so the lag will be as large as variation
in the equilibrium solution. This may be observed for the LAI values in Figure 5.
4.2.2 Fractional coverage
For fractional coverage v, a scaling for the change in equilibrium value of v is
required. Using the scalings presented in Eq (18), then from Eq (2) this gives for
w = 1 - v
= min [—In, 1]
w•
w, 7,(1 - A)
7cAm
(21)
and so Eq. (2) may be written in nondimensional form as
62CBe = / Aar - v'CBd \At,
In a similar way to the analysis for CB, 52 represents the ratio of lag to overall
change in fractional coverage, and so if the value is small, then the solution is in
near equilibrium. For 62 small, and from the scaling for w converted to a scaling
for v, the absolute lag in v given as h2max [1 - {7(1 - Av)hcAul,
In Figure 2, for the complete run, 62 0(0.05), and indeed the lag in fractional
coverage is small at the end of the run. However, the scaling is not valid during
the early period of this simulation. At this point, it is noted that the lower limit of
fractional coverage is not zero, but instead a "seeding fraction" c, where 0 < c <1
(thereby preventing the trivial solution v 0 for dynamic simulations). The emer-
gence of the new dominant vegetation starts at the same time as the equilibrium
equations can admit a solution; that is, the right hand side of Eq (2) becomes
positive. However, the fractional coverage falls immediately out of equilibrium,
and instead (from the Appendix) satisfies approximately
which has solution
dv
	
= i (23)
dt
	
ii = f e4.2/2 (24)
62 =
-tu t'
1 (22)
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and where to = [(7, + -y„)xi / [7,u(L„,„ - L„„„)+1131. This solution demon-
strates that for an emerging vegetation type, there is a strong dependence upon
prescribed initial seeding fraction c. The timescale associated with this "inner"
timescale, before v becomes of order unity, is given by 1-2 In(t)/w yr. For the run
presented in Figure 2, c = 0.01 and 0.1 5.6 x 10-4 yr-2 which implies a timescale
of 128 yr. Linking this solution to the long term situation, whereby a small lag
pervails, is an "intermediate" period when all the terms in Eq (2) balance. Fixing
62 = 1 implies (for 7w = 0.1), a short timescale of just ten years. From Figure 2,
this appears to occur around year 120.
In Figure 3 and Figure 4, the small changes in equilibrium fractional coverage,
combined with 6 = 0.25 suggest that the absolute values of the lag in fractional
coverage are very small. However, for the "die-back" case in Figure 5, lags in frac-
tional coverage are important. The equilibrium fractional coverage exhibits very
large variability over a period of just twenty years, until the equilibrium solution
reaches the seeding fractional coverage. This period (t• = 20 yr) corresponds to a
value of 62 = 2.5, and as such, the transient term is large and lags will occur. For
the dynamic solution, a short period occurs when II is negative, but A„ > 0, and
as such, the vegetation is able to retract quickly due to the high respiration rates.
When A. becomes zero (around year 155 and due to L < L„„„), the fractional
coverage then continues to decrease, but due to disturbance only and satisfying
dv/dt = --yvv. During this period, the vegetation LAI decreases towards zero.
4.2.3 Soil content
Finally, lags within soil content, Cs, require consideration. If the change in litter
term is such that d(v11)/dt 0(03), then an appropriate scaling for litter, and
therefore the change in Cs, is given by
vA Csits2.0"713 -298. 15)(vA)1 C's =Ost•)3,t* (25)
This leads to the nondimensional equation for soil carbon as
dC's
6 3 = (vA)' -usix -0.1(T-TO)dt' 

1
63 =
K,2.00.1(T0-298.15)r• (26)
There are two ways in which the solution for the soil carbon, Cs, may differ
between the equilibrium and dynamic solutions. Either 63 becomes of order unity
(or greater), or there are significant differences in (vA)' depending upon whether
in equilibrium or dynamic mode. For the full 200 yr, 63 0(10-2). Even for
smaller (decadal) time periods, 63 is still small, and as such the majority of lags
are due to lags within the litter flux. This in turn is a consequence of lags in CB
and v.
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5 Discussion and Conclusions
The case of an emerging vegetation type in a cold environment (Figure 2) is some-
what analogous to northward migration of the boreal forest. As the temperature
and CO2 concentration increases eventually NPP becomes sufficiently high that
it overcomes both turnover and disturbance rate, and the vegetation is able to
spread. However, with operation in the (more physically realistic) dynamic mode,
there is a long period whilst the vegetation becomes established. Further, the ini-
tial rate of spreading has a strong dependence upon a prescribed initial "seeding
fraction". After a substantial period (after about one hundred years in Figure
2) the vegetation becomes partially established. There is then a rapid change in
fractional coverage as the vegetation expands to near equilibrium with the new
climate. During this period of rapid colonisation, there is a large positive pulse
in net ecosystem productivity, implying net carbon uptake from the atmosphere.
Finally, the dynamic solution settles to a state of a small lag behind the predicted
equilibrium state, with weakened, but still positive, Net Ecosystem Productivity
(NEP). This simulation illustrates a climate change induced "surprise" involving
large changes in ecosystem structure and carbon cycling.
The case of well established vegetation in a warm environment (Figure 3) with
a high leaf area index, and a fractional coverage near to unity may be analogous to
tropical forest in an unstressed condition. Increasing temperature and atmospheric
CO2 concentration drive increasing net primary productivity. However, as the
vegetation is near to maximum height and almost completely fills the available
space, then the excess fixed carbon is directed immediately into litter. The major
changes within this simulation are therefore observed within the soil carbon pool.
Within the simulation given in Figure 3, NEP is initially positive, with enhanced
carbon input causing the soil pool to grow. However, as temperatures increase,
enhanced soil respiration overtakes carbon input to the ecosystem, NEP becomes
negative and there is marked shrinkage of the soil carbon reservoir. This simulation
suggests that there are likely to be vegetation types which are robust within a
perturbed climate; that is, they are unaffected by carbon dioxide and temperature
induced changes in net primary productivity (which are transferred directly to
the soil). In this case, the main changes in carbon storage occur within the soil,
which becomes as important for carbon cycling as the physiological controls on '
the vegetation itself.
If a particularly high initial temperature is adopted the model can be likened
to semi-arid conditions. When a respiration function with a high temperature
"cutoff" is adopted (Figure 4), net primary productivity peaks and then declines
but (in a similar fashion to the previous simulation), this change only significantly
affects the litter flux and the soil carbon pool. In this case it is not possible to
induce a major reduction in overall vegetation carbon content. However, if res-
piration terms that monotonically increase with temperature are adopted (Figure
5), net primary productivity reaches a maximum earlier and eventually becomes
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negative (that is, respiration exceeds gross photosynthesis). In this case, after an
initial period in which (again) any variation in NPP is reflected in just the lit-
ter term, there is a very short period of rapid variability during which there is
vegetation "die-back". Both the fractional coverage of vegetation and its carbon
content (per unit arca of vegetation) decline very rapidly. This is true for both
the dynamic and equilibrium solutions, although significant lags do occur in the
dynamic case. The loss of vegetation carbon results in a large pulse of carbon to
the atmosphere (negative NEP). This phenomenon of "die back" has also been
simulated in the more complex "Hybrid" vegetation model (White et a/., 1999).
Our study suggests that the predicted occurrence of "die-back" depends heavily
on the model formulations of dark and plant respiration. This is also true for
the critical atmospheric CO2 concentration above which vegetation changes from
being a sink to a source of carbon.
The growth model lacks many features, including phenology, other competing
species and any dependence of soil respiration on water stress. However, a rel-
atively simple group of governing equations for terrestrial behaviour have been
shown to exhibit a range of possible effects. The simplicity of this model allows a
comprehensive analytical study to be undertaken, building both a full understand-
ing of the different possible behaviours and a rapid methodology to extend such
understanding to a continuum of different boundary conditions. The study has
shown the relative importance of all the model parameters, and the dependence
upon the behaviour of the "driving" model for net primary productivity.
It is hoped that this model, and the associated analysis, will provide a structure
on to which other more complicated growth models can be mapped in order to
summarise their gross features. It is also hoped that this essentially off-line analysis
will be of use in diagnosing features of ecosystem models when fully implemented
within a coupled GCM.
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Appendix
The initial behaviour of an emerging vegetation
A solution is found for the initial period after the emergence of a new dominant
vegetation type, based upon linear perturbation analysis. When conditions become
appropriate for vegetation to emerge, the r.h.s. of Eqns (1) and (2) are zero. Hence,
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for short periods after this, NPP, vegetation carbon and the partitioning parameter
may be written as
= lb AII C8 = C8,0 + ACB A„ = A„,0+ AA„ (27)
where
	
(1 - A,Arlo - icCs,o = 0 A,,0110- 7,,C50 = 0 (28)
and it is assumed that lAn/nol C L IACB/CB,01 <C1 and IAA,/A,,ei <C1. It is
observed (from Figure 2) that the LAI values (and therefore CB and AO are almost
identical between the equilibrium and dynamic simulations. Hence, linearisation
of the equilibrium solution to Eq. (1), and from the definition of A„ in Eq. (5),
ACB
	
(1 - A„,0)All - rIoAA,,o = 'YnACB AA, -
	
- L„„„). (29)
The change in NPP is given by
All = Xi (30)
where i (yr) is time since vegetation emergence. Linearisation of the equation for
fractional coverage gives
du
C8.0— = ii [AA,,0110+ AuspArl- 7,ACtri •di
Eqs (29) and (30) may be combined to give all the perturbed quantities within
Eqs (27) as multiplicative in xi. Further combination with Eq. (29)a gives after
some algebra
dv (-rc+ rrOxi
di erco(Lmax - Lmin) + no (32)
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Figure I. Leaf Net Primary Productivity, lb, as a function of leaf temperature for c0 = 350
ppm (continuous line), c. = 700 ppm (dotted line) and c = 1050 pPm (dashed line). The plots
correspond to dark and plant resonation being linear in ( (see Equation (2.3)) within plot a) and
linear in C (see Equation (7) within plot b) In all cases, IPAR =200 W In-2 and q = 0.005 kg
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Abstract. A family of numerical experiments demonstrate that the Convective Boundary-Layer
(CBL) suppresses potential variation in both the Priestley-Taylor coefficient and evaporative
flux that may otherwise be expected due to changes in surface resistance. This is also true for
changes in roughness length, but in keeping with the analysis of Jacobs and DeBruin (1992),
boundaxy-layer feedbacks enhance surface evaporation when a change in surface albedo is made.
Theorectical considerations allow the study of Jacobs and DeBruin (1992), and the numerical
work presented here, to be mapped onto the closed land surface plus CBL system encapsulated
within the simple equation of Huntingford and Monteith (1998), linearly relating the inverse of
the Priestley-Taylor coefficient to stomata] resistance.
KEYWORDS: Surface resistance, Diurnal variability, Latent heat flux, Atmospher-
ic feedback, Priestley-Taylor coefficient.
1 Introduction
The Penman Monteith equation (Monteith, 1981) describes the partitioning of
available energy at the land surface into sensible and latent heat fluxes as a func-
tion of surface resistance rs (s m-') and microclimate, the latter prescribed at
a reference height Zr (m) (Monteith, 1981). Models of the Convective Boundary
Layer (CBL) relate land surface fluxes to the diurnal evolution of atmospheric
temperature and humidity (eg McNaughton and Spriggs, 1989). As such, surface-
atmosphere energy fluxes of heat and vapour are a function of the two-way coupling
between the land surface and the growing CBL. In a theoretical modelling con-
text, this coupling may be expressed as a relation between the Priestley-Taylor
coefficient, a (Priestley and Taylor, 1972) and any prescribed value of rs. Such
a correspondance is found to lie between small bands of variation in a for even
quite large changes in prescribed initial conditions. This has been demonstrated in
graphical format by McNaughton and Spriggs (1989). Meanwhile Huntingford and
Monteith (1998) show that, to a good approximation, the mean Priestley-Taylor
coefficient during a daytime period satisfies 1/6 = 1/a0 + mrs. Parameters a0
and rn show little dependence upon changes in prescribed initial conditions (except
initial surface temperature, 030 (K) and initial surface specific humidity, qo (kg
kg- ).
Jacobs and DeBruin (1992) characterise the importance of boundary-layer feed-
backs on surface fluxes. They do this by changing, individually, three parameters
associated with the vegetation, namely albedo, roughness length and surface resis-
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tance. The influence of such changes upon the surface fluxes is then calculated from
both the Penman Monteith equation, and a fully coupled PBL simulation. Inter-
comparison of the two models is used to argue whether PBL feedbacks enhance
(or otherwise) changes in surface fluxes induced by changes in land surface char-
acteristics. Broadly speaking, changes in roughness length and surface resistance
are found to damped by PBL feedbacks, whilst changes in albedo are found to be
enhanced by the PBL.
The opportunity exists to revisit the characterisation of CBL feedbacks. This
may be done in the joint context of the simple relation given in Huntingford and
Monteith (1998) (which characterises the full land surface-PBL system) and the
study of Jacobs and DeBruin (1992). However, in this paper, the CBL model is
compared against just the land surface boundary condition (namely, evaporative
flux is linear in vapour pressure deficit and inversely proportional to stomata]
resistance) as opposed to the full Penman Monteith equation. This elimates any
dependency upon a reference height within the intercomparisons.
2 Analysis
2.1 MODEL OVERVIEW
The governing equations follow those presented in McNaughton and Spriggs (1989),
although with two modifications. First, the model is now driven by incoming
shortwave radiation, Si (W m-2), and with longwave radiation components solved
explicitly. Second, the surface layer is modelled as simply one-tenth of boundary-
layer height (De Bruin and Jacobs, 1989 and Garratt, 1992). The governing equa-
tions are given in Appendix A.
An short overview of the coupled model is as follows. The land surface is
assumed to be uniform, and is described in terms of a bulk surface conductance gs
(in s-1) which is invariant during any modelled diurnal period. However, its value
may be changed, reflecting possible changes in soil moisture status. In addition
a roughness length for momentum zon, (m) and for heat zoh (m) are given. The
surface energy balance is solved using the Penman Monteith combination equation,
applied across the surface layer. The driving microclimatic variables are those from
the fully-mixed layer, and this equation determines the partitioning of available
radiative energy into sensible and latent heat fluxes. The fully-mixed layer extends
from the top of the surface layer to a capping inversion, above which a stable layer
is assumed. The governing equations for the mixed-layer assume a layer of constant
potential temperature and humidity. The layer absorbs heat and vapour from the
land surface and further entrains these quantities from the stable layer aloft. In
the absence of fronts or formation of clouds, then this model will be representative
of the behaviour of the CBL for a diurnal period. Model closure is given by an
equation for entrainment that follows the work of McNaughton and Spriggs (1989).
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2.2 THE CHARACTERISATION OF FEEDBACK STRENGTH
A simple methodology is needed to describe the importance of the CBL (and
surface layer) feedbacks that arise due to prescribed variation in land surface char-
acteristics (through rs). In this paper, the Priestley-Taylor coefficient is regarded
as the main diagnostic of surface energy partitioning. The method outlined below
is similar in principle to that given by Betts et al., 19XX, where they quantify the
impact of different land surface schemes within climate models.
There are three steps to the analysis, as follows.
A fully coupled boundary-layer and land surface simulation is undertaken for
an initial form of rs(t). The time dependent values of the Priestley-Taylor
coefficient are retained, and labelled ai (t). This first numerical run may be
regarded as a control simulation.
A new form for bulk surface resistance is suggested, r;(t), and the Priestley-
Taylor coefficient calculated (now called a2(t)) but using the surface clima-
tology as saved from simulation (1). This "off-line" simulation calculates 02
as
02 =
+ 1) pAD
A
(1)
r;
where the microclimate of surface temperature Oc (K), surface humidity qc (kg
kg') and c are saved from the first run. This simulation represents the new
value of the Priestley-Taylor coefficient that may be expected should the land
surface be unaffected by changes in CBL feedbacks.
A new fully coupled run is undertaken, using the new form of bulk sur-
face resistance r;(t). Values of the Priestley-Taylor coefficient are calculated,
and named cf3(t). This simulation represents to effect of a different surface
behaviour upon surface energy fluxes when atmospheric feedbacks are includ-
ed.
The advantage of undertaking the method outline above is that the intermediate
"off-line" simulation (2) allows a far better understanding of the direct influence
of rs upon fluxes. In particular, when the change from simulation (1) to (2) is
compared that between (1) and (3), then the degree to which changes are enhanced
or otherwise by CBL feedbacks may be assessed. A statistic is required that can
express the importance of such feedbacks. If, for instance, the model diagnostic of
interest is the mean Priestley Taylor coefficient 5, then one such statistic S may
be given by
S = 100
(0(3 —al )
a2 —
(2)
If S has a value of 100%, then this means that the PBL has no effect at all upon
the mean Priestley-Taylor co-efficient. A value of, for example, 60% means that
the P1314mitigates 40% of the potential change, whilst a value greater than 100%
implies that the PBL acts as a positive feedback.
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2.3 VARIATION IN FIXED rs
In the first family of simulations, the value of surface resistance is assumed to
be invariant throughout any given diurnal period. Variation of such values of rs
may be considered representative of longer term (eg seasonal) changes in surface
characteristics. These may include soil water stress (that generally causes an
increase in surface resistance through stomatal closure) and changes in biomass
(changes in leaf area index affect rs directly).
For small variations about the original state for rs (which gives the Priestley-
Taylor coefficient of 00), then
= 100((7IP) (da2) -I
 ars /
	
(rs ‘dr5 (re=rs.1)
2.4 RELATION TO PREVIOUS WORK FOR FIXED rs
In papers by McNaughton and Spriggs (1989) and Huntingford and Monteith
(1998), the relation between d and a fixed value of rs is investigated when PBL
feedbacks are incorporated. A family of curves yields relationships of the form
1 1


a ao
and so
m d (1 \
 dr, rx)
If the PBL feedbacks are assumed to be invariant, then (in the calculation of 02),
the (time dependent) change in the inverse of the Priestley-Taylor coefficient with
r, will be given by
d (1
MD =
cA
	
dr, a (c + 1)PADe
Equations (5) and (6) may be compared due to the diurnal conservatism within the
Priestley-Taylor coefficient. That is, the boundary-layer feedbacks appear to allow
a to be nearly constant throughout the diurnal period, and as such consideration
of changes in a at one time, midday say, will be true for most of the daytime.
Statistic a can now be evaluated from m and ino by noting that
From Huntingford and Monteith (1998) and for the parameters chosen in their
Table I, m = 0.00326 m s-I. Their numerical code is also rerun to obtain midday
values (t = tday/2) of t = 2.68 and Dc = 6.25-3 kg kg-I. Hence mo = 0.0108
m Noting that d(5)-I)/drs = —rz2d(1/r)-1)/drs then from (5) and (6),
statistic (2) is given by
a = 100n = 30.2% (7)77/0
That, is, for the initial and boundary conditions prescribed, boundary-layer feed-
backs reduce by 70% the potential change in Priestley-Taylor coefficient as a con-
sequence of variation in stomatal resistance.
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2.5 VARIATION IN ALBEDO AND MOMENTUM ROUGHNESS LENGTH
The vegetation albedo, a, is reduced from 0.3 to 0.2.
The momentum roughness length, 20,„,, is reduced by an order of magnitude to
zoo, = 0.02m. The roughness length for heat is similarly reduced so as to maintain
ln(zomtzoT) = 2.
2.6 RELATION TO ANALYSIS OF JACOBS AND DEBRuIN
Penman Monteith equation. Set temperature for longwave down as temperature
at reference height.
3 Discussion and conclusions
Jacobs and Del3ruin (1992) provide a formal structure for characterising the impor-
tance of PBL feedbacks upon the land surface. The technique is identical in con-
cept to the general method described by Betts et al., (1997) for testing the impact
of different land surface schemes upon climate simulations. Jacobs and DeBruin
(1992) assess the importance of feedbacks upon surface energy partitioning based
upon comparing the sensitivity of the Penman Monteith equation to perturbation
of main driving variables and parameterisations, to identical sensitivies but now
with coupling of the land surface description to a PBL model. They conclude that,
when considering the evaporative fluxes, variation induced by adjusting the net
radiation are enhanced by PBL feedbacks. When considering evaporative fraction,
The Penman Monteith equation depends crucially upon the prescription of a
reference height. When assessing sensitivites based upon typical microclimate
measurements made at such a height, then the analysis outlined by Jacobs and
DeBruin (1992) provides a full assessment of PBL feedbacks. However, when
considering the true influence of changes in the land surface, and any resultant
PBL feedbacks, then such analysis should be independent of prescription of what
is effectively an arbitrary height. In this paper, such an approach is pursued,
and results are discussed within the context of the earlier analysis. The argument
placed forward is as follows. The evaporative flux from the vegetation can only
"see" direct stomatal control and specific humidity deficit. Hence structure changes
through changes in albedo and roughness height can only influence through the
entire system. The hope is that the Huntingford and Monteith (1998) notation
encapsulates the entire system.
The work of Jacobs and DeBruin (1992) provides an exceedingly useful tool
for understanding the importance of PBL feedbacks when sensitivity studies are
undertaken for sites where micrometeorological measurements are known. The
sensitivity to structural changes in
the BBL acts as a negative feedback upon variation in stomata] resistance, but
as a positive feedback upon variation in net radiation
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4 Conclusions
The analysis of Jacobs and DeBruin (1992) characterises the importance of boundary-
layer feedbacks in modulating the effect of changes in land surface characteristics,
when compared to equivalent variation in the Penman Monteith equation. Here,
we reconfirm their analysis that for both the evaporative fluxes, and the Priestley-
Taylor coefficient, the PBL acts of a suppressor of changes in stomatal resistance
and roughness length at the land surface. However, the PBL acts aS a positive
feedback, for evaporation from the surface, due to changes in albedo (variability
in the Priestley-Taylor coefficient is again suppressed). The latter result may have
very important implications in the case of land degradation.
The overriding difficulty of characterising PBL feedbacks through intercompar-
ison with the Penman Monteith equation is that any derived statistic has been
shown here to be highly dependent upon selected reference height. Within this
paper, the land surface is regarded as the true lower boundary condition to the
atmosphere; that is the reference height above the land surface is effectively zero.
This "purer" form of intercomparison yields similar conclusions to the work of
Jacobs and DeBruin (1992), but reduces the complexity of characterising effects.
The surface evaporative flux is dependent upon just prescribed and direct varia-
tion in stomatal resistance, or, through PI31 feedbacks influencing surface specific
humidity deficit (or both sirnulataneously).
A major development here is the realisation that the summary of coupled
surface-PBL "slab" models, given graphically within McNaughton and Spriggs
(1989) and reduced to a simple algebraic form within Huntingford and Montei-
th (1998) contain important information about the strength of PBL feedbacks.
The behaviour of coefficients in and 00 used by Huntingford and Monteith (1998)
contain implicit information on the sensitivity of the PBL to land surface changes.
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7 Appendix
The complete set of governing model equations are as follows. The surface energy
balance satisfies
(1 - a)Rg,1 - RL,T + = H + AE (8)
where a is surface albedo, Rs,1 (W rn-2) Lsdownward shortwave radiation, R1,,i(W m-2) is longwave downward radiation, RL,uparrow (W2) is longwave upward
radiation, H (W m-2) is upward sensible heat flux and AE (W m-2) is upward
latent heat flux. This equation contains the implicit assumption that the land
surface has no thermal capacity, and that the soil heat flux is negligible.
Throughout the model, the downward shortwave radiation is prescribed as
t
Rs,j = 4Rs,i,mar tdaty (1 -
idny
(9)
where RS,I,M AX (W M-2 ) is the maximum available downward shortwave radi-
ation, t (s) is time since sunrise, tday (s) is day length. The longwave radiative
fluxes satisfy
RL,7 = aT: RL,I = lats (10)
where a = 5.67032 x 10-8 W 111-2 K-4 is the Stefan-Boltzman constant and T (K)
is surface temperature. The equation for downward longwave radiation follows that
of Swinback (1963), and where it = 5.31 x 10-14 W m-2 K-6. The temperature
required within the equation for RL,I is approximated by the temperature at the
bottom of the mixed-layer, T,,, (K).
The partioning of available radiative energy, A (W rn-2) (where A = (1 -
a)Rsa -11L ,1 RL,1) into latent and sensible heat flux is calculated using the
Penman Monteith combination equation, applied across a surface layer of height
z, (m). 'This is given by
f A + AP19,ag(Om)-(14
AE = rah
+ 1 +
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where c is defined as
E =
A qsat(0 c) qsat(Om)
Oc — Orn
Here A (J kg-1) is the latent heat of vapourisation, p (kg m-3) is the density of
air, rah (s rn-1) is the aerodynamic resistance to heat across the mixed-layer, q„,
(kg kg-1) is the mixed-layer humidity and cp (J kg-1 K-') is the specific heat
of vapourisation. The resistance rah contains stability corrections, as given by
Paulson (1970). The surface-layer height is prescribed as one-tenth of the CBL
height h (m).
The fully-mixed layer is described through three first order differential equations
for mixed-layer potential temperautre, 0,,, (K), mixed-layer humidity, q,„ (kg kg-1)
and mixed-layer height. These satisfy
pcPh
dOm dh
= H + pcp10,(h) - (13)dt dt
dh
Aphdq„, = AE + pA[q,(h) - (14)
dt
dh H + 0.07AE (15)
Temperature to is approximated by Ti ,, = - (gIcp)(11110). where g (m r2)
is gravitational acceleration. Variables 0, (K) and q, (kg kg-') correspond to the
potential temperature and humidity within the stable layer. For simplicity (as in
Huntingford and Monteith, 1998) this are assumed to vary linearly with height, z
(in), that is
03(z) = Os0+ 79Z,
q3(z)= q30 + NZ,
where OA)(K), -ye (K In-'), go) (kg kg-') and ryg (kg kg-1 in-') are parameters.
(12)
dt peph do,(1-1-jesig,)) -
uh
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Figure 1. Results from two simulations using the CBL model, with rs = 100 sin-1 (continuous
line) and rs = 200 sm- l (dashed line). Driving and boundary conditions are given in Table I. The
individual plots correspond to a) prescribed downward shortwave radiation, b) prescribed value
of rs, and then calculated values of c) Priestley-Taylor coefficient, d) evaporative flux, e) mixed-
layer temperature, f) mixed-layer humidity, g) available energy and h) boundary-layer height.
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using it to calculate surface fluxes, but with rs = 200 sm-i.
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Figure 2. Results from two simulations using the CBL model, both. with rs = 100 sm- , and
where ci = 0.3 (continuous line) and a = 0.2 (dashed line). Other driving and boundary conditions
are given in Table I. The individual plots are in the same format as Figure 1.
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Abstract.
A theorectical study is presented to analyze the response of surface conductance to environ-
mental variables. The main model is based upon the emerging hypothesis that chemical signalling
provides a mechanism linking stomatal opening to soil moisture status. Through algebraic tech-
niques, this model may be rewritten to be a function of soil moisture and surface humidity deficit.
This allows an intercomparison with the more traditional descriptions of stomatal control.
KEYWORDS: Stomata' conductance, ABA, Soil moisture, surface energy balance
1 Introduction
A key control of both photosynthetic uptake of carbon dioxide and transpira-
tion by vegetation is the degree of stomatal opening, which is modelled using the
variable stomatal conductance. It is essential that accurate descriptions of stom-
atal conductance are contained in models of vegetation function and land-surface
processes. Rates of carbon fixation in models of plant growth are dependent on
stomatal conductance, as is estimation of water use by vegetation. Numerical mod-
elling experiments have shown that stomatal conductance also influences climatic
behaviour at a range of spatial scales, because of the effects of stomata! behaviour
on partitioning of energy between sensible heat and evaporation at the vegeta-
tion surface. For instance, the overview paper, Garratt (1993) demonstrates the
importance of the land surface upon climate simulations (of which stomatal control
provides a key influence). At the regional scale, conceptual studies demonstrate
the importance influence of stomatal control upon atmospheric boundary-layer
feedbacks (eg Jacobs and DeEiruin, 1992, Raupach, 1998, Huntingford and Mon-
teith, 1998). At the local (plot) scale, surface evaporation is heavily dependent
upon stomatal opening, as may be directly observed within the Penman Monteith
surface energy partitioning equation (Monteith, 1981).
It is well established, from both laboratory and field experiments, that stomatal
conductance appears to respond to environmental conditions. Through tasting for
correlations between stomatal opening and the prevailing environmental condi-
tions, stomatal conductance may be modelled as a function of light, temperature,
humidity deficit and soil moisture. Jarvis (1976) used such a procedure to model
stomatal conductance as a series of multiplicative functions of stomata! response
to each environmental variable. This approach was used successfully by Stewart
(1988) for a UK pine forest and has been used by many others with similar success
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for a range of vegetation types. Huntingford and Cox (1997) were able to almost
reproduce such functional responses for the pine forest with an unconstrained neu-
ral network fitting procedure.
There is now considerable evidence that stornatal response to soil drying is
mediated by a chemical signal originating in the roots (Zhang and Davies, 1989).
Stomatal opening has been found to decline as the concentration of abscisic acid
HABAD in xylem sap increases (Zhang and Davies, 1990; Khalil and Grace, 1993).
As xylem [ABA] is thought to be a function of water flux through the root system
(Tardieu et al., 1992), stornatal response to (ABA] suggests that stomatal con-
ductance may be dependent on the evaporative flux. There is also experimental
evidence that stomatal sensitivity to (ABM varies with leaf water potential. As
leaf water potential declines - for example because of an increase in transpiration
- stomata have been found to become more responsive to [ABA] (Tardieu and
Davies, 1992). These effects of abscisic acid on stomatal physiology provide a pos-
sible mechanism for stomata] response to vapour pressure deficit, which Montieth
(1995a) has argued is a surrogate for a dependence on the evaporative flux.
Stomatal opening has also been related to fluxes of carbon dioxide passing
through them. Ball et al. (1987) and Leuning (1995) proposed that stomatal
conductance is a linear function of net photosynthesis. In these descriptions, the
stomatal responses to temperature and light modelled by Jarvis (1976) are surro-
gates for photosynthetic activity; the effects of temperature and light on stomatal
opening are apparent only because of stornatal responses to resultant changes in
net photosynthesis.
Tardieu and Davies (1993) developed a model of stomatal control by ABA which
can be combined with the Leuning (1995) model of the dependency of stomatal
conductance on photosynthesis. The resultant model enables stomatal conduc-
tance to be described using just four variables: the evaporative flux, net photo-
synthesis, soil water content and ambient CO2 concentration. Here, we derive this
new flux dependent model and test whether it is able to reproduce responses to
environmental variables that are functionally equivalent to the model of Jarvis
(1976).
2 Stomatal response to soil moisture and re-interpretation of
response to vapour pressure deficit
2.1 RATIONALE
Tardieu and Davies (1993) provide a model for stomatal response to drought stress
that is based upon both direct hydraulic control and chemical signalling. This is
by responding to leaf water potential, tPleaf (MPa) and xylem concentration, ABA
(nrol m-3) respectively. Here, through combination of the model with the Clapp
and Hornberger (1978) relations for soil parameterisation and the big leaf model
for surface energy partitioning, it is demonstrated that the model may be expressed
in terms of a response to soil moisture concentration, 0 (m3 1120 nr3 soil) and
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specific humidity deficit at leaf level, D (kg kg-I).
2.2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
211 The model of Tardieu and Davies (1993) for stomata! control
The model of Tardieu and Davies is described here for completeness, including the
units used within this study, and parameters chosen. Root water potential,
(MPa) satisfies
	
= s ThltoRroot• (1)
where Jp, (mg in-2 s-I) (mg nr2) s-1) is the water flux and /4.0„t (MPa m2 s
ing-1) is the resistance within the soil. This latter resistance is as given in Tardieu,
1993 as
- 	
	
411f La r2 (2)
1
In
d2
where La (m m-2) is root length per unit area of ground, d (m) is the half mean
distance between roots (m) and r (rn) is the mean radius of the roots. Here, values
are prescribed as La =104 m m-2, r = 5 x 10-4 m and d = 5.6 x 10-3. The leaf
(MPa), satisfies a further resistance formulationwater potential, Wieaf
Wien/ = Wroot Jwliplant (3)
where Rph001(MPa m2 s mg-1) is a plant resistance. Following Tardieu and Davies
(1993), this corresponds to Rp = 7.2 x 10-3 MPa s m-1.
The ABA concentration, CASA (MO] tp-3 water) is modelled as dependent upon
both the root water potential and the evaporative flux as
ail root (4)CABA =
+
where a = 1.4 x 10-3 mol ABA 1n-2 s-1 Pa-1 and b = 4.0 mg m-2 s-1. Following
Tardieu (1993), stomata] conductance, g,, is then modelled as a function of leaf
water potential and ABA concentration thus
93 = gsjnin + aecAB4l3e6tleal (5)
Variable gs,„„„ (m s-1) is a minimum stomatal conductance, set at 8.93 x 10-4
m s-I (corresponding to a value of 0.02 mol m2 5-1; see Tardieu et al. (1993)).
Similarly constant a is given a value of 0.0112 m s-1, which corresponds to a
value of 0.25 mol m2 s-1 (again, see Figure x of Tardieu et al., 1993). The other
constants are )5 = -2.69 x 103 (m3 mol-1) and 6 = -0.183 MPa-1.
By combining Equations (1) to (5), it is possible to write the form for stomatal
control as g, =
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2.2.2 Soil moisture behaviour
Soil properties are related to the prescribed soil water content, O. Soil water
potential, 111,(MPa) and hydraulic conductivity K (m2 s-1 MPa-1) are given by
the Clapp and Hornberger (1978) relations thus:
K K:1 ti satOrc" 1-3.tsy =CH (6)= 1 3vs
Here Of = 0/0,a,, and 0,„, (In3 H20 in-3 soil) is the saturated soil moisture
content, *ma (MPa) is the saturated soil water potential, K,at (m2 s-1 MPa-1) is
the saturated hydraulic conductivity and bcy is the Clapp-Hornberger coefficient.
Values are adopted for a medium soil, as given by Cosby et al. (1984) and further
given in Table 2 of Cox et al. 1999. Hence 03 = 0.458, b = 6.63, and so converted
into the units of this paper, ID
- = -4.86 x 10-4 MPa and Knit = 4.81 x 10-4 m2
s-I MPa-I. Combining these equations with those of Section 2.2 implies that the
equations so far may be written as
	
g, = g,(J.,0) (7)
2.2.3 Surface energy balance
Atmospheric demand on evaporation is given by the 'big leaf model' thus:
	
Jtv = paD9310-6 (8)
where pa (kg m-3) is the density of air.
2.3 EQUATION SOLUTION
The entire set of equations (1) to (8) are solved for g,, and require the prescrip-
tion of just two driving variables, namely leaf level specific humidity deficit and
soil moisture content. That is, Equations (7) and (8) are two equations in four
unknowns g,, J., 0, D, and so the prescription of D and 0 reduce by two the degrees
of freedom, thereby allowing solution. In particular, this implies that the full set
of equations may be written as
	
93 = 93(0,D). (9)
A direct comparison may therefore be made with the models of Jarvis (1976) and
Stewart (1988).
3 Comparison with previous work
3.1 RELATION TO TIIE WORK OF JARVIS (1976) AND STEWART (1988)
The model of Jarvis (1976) and Stewart (1988) assumes that controlling influences
upon stomatal conductance may be expressed multiplicatively. In particular, their
model may be written as
= 93,min +7f1(9)MD)13(T)14(1) (10)
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where 7' (K) is leaf level temperature and 1 (W m-2) is incoming solar radiation.
Each multiplicative parameter A, 1 < i < 4 satisfies 0 < < 1 whilst 7 (m s-') is
a constant. In particular, the function forms for 0 and D are given by


1 0 < 0,


II = /


0, < 0 < O„


6.-%


0 0 > ow


12 = 1 - (IA,




for parameters Oc(m3 water M-3 soil) (the critical point), 0„ (in3 water m-3 soil)
(the wilting point) and a2 (kg kg-').
Eqns (1) to (8) are solved for a range of values of 0 and D, to give a contour
plot for 9, (Figure 7). Two features are noticeable. The response of stomata]
conductance to soil moisture content is such that g, drops rapidly to gs,„„„over a
small range of values of 0 during the onset of drought conditions. The dependence
upon proxy variable D is, however, far weaker.
The particular form given in Figure 7a indicates that the (effective) dependence
upon 0 and D is fairly uncoupled (except for a slight variation appearing within
the 0.006 contour, and that at high soil moisture values, there appears to be almost
no response of changes in D). This is similar in concept to the independence of
functions Ji (0) and f2(D) in Equation (10). Since 0 < exp(cABAO exp(t5t Inv)) <,
then parameter a (in Equation (5) may be regarded as equivalent to 7,13(T)f4(T)
where there is little temperature or light stress. A visual inspection of the contour
plot within Figure 7 suggests that, at least in the regions of high dependency upon
0, that this would correlate to the approximate values of 0, = 0.28, Ow= 0.15 and
al = 7.0 kg-1 kg within Equations (11) and (12).
A further check is required. The model of Jarvis (1976) assumes an inde-
pendence of responses to all climatic conditions. For this to be analagous to
Equation (5) requires that the implicit form of the dependence upon 0 and D is
independent of the a. This would allow for the possibility that a can incorporate
the effects of temperature and light stress. In Figure lb, a is decreased to just
one quarter of its value given in Section 2.2.1. It may be observed that although
some slight differences do exist between the structures of Figures la and lb, they
do retain similarities, suggesting that the values of Oc,Owand al are fairly robust
in the intercomparison with the work of the Jarvis (1976) and Stewart (1988).
In summary, it may be concluded that the model outlined within Section 2.2.1
is comparable to the more established descriptions of stomatal response given by
Jarvis (1976) and Stewart (1988), and that to a quite high degree, Equation (5)
may be rewritten as g, + a(T, 1)f1(0) f2(D).
3.2 COMPARISON WITH THE WORK OF MONTEITH (1995)
Monteith (1995) reconsidered the supposed dependence of stornatal conductance
upon specific humidity deficit, and re-interpreted the response to this microclimatic
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variable as a dependence upon the rate of transpiration (or water flux) itself. The
suggestion is that with no light or temperature stress, then
[
97 = 97,771771 + gmaz 1
4a=1
(13)
for an assumed maximum conductance g„,„r (in s-') and maximum water flux
3w,max (mg m-2 s-I). Variable 4,„,„, is considered to be a function of the soil
moisture content 0, and such that in drought conditions,
.kmar will decrease.
Monteith (1995) assumes that g,,„„, = 0.0
It is remarked in Section 2.3 that the Tardieu and Davies (1993) equations
may be written as g, = g,(D ,0). The water flux 4 is calculated as a diagnostic
from Equation (8), that is 4 = 4(g D). Hence with two equations for four
unknowns (4, g,, D, 0), then the specification of two should yield the other two
variables. This means that the model described throughout Section 2.2 can be
rewritten as g, = g,(4„ 0), which is the hypothesis of Monteith (1995). This
is presented in Figure 2, whereby each curve corresponds to different values of
0.1 < < 0.3,increasing in jumps of 0.01. The implicit values of specific humidity
deficit satisfy 0.003 < D < 0.015, and so the curves within Figure 2 correspond
to "vertical slices" in Figure 1. Quantitatively, the curves are similar to those
predicted by Equation (13). They exhibit a decrease in g, for increasing values of
.4„ and with extrapolation of the curves to gs = 9,,„th, indicates that Jw ,mn is
a decreasing function of soil moisture content. However, the main gradients in gs
responding to water flux J. only occur within the regions where g, is sensitive to
soil moisture content (that is 0.18 < 9 < 0.22). Nevertheless, the model of Tardieu
and Davies (1993), combined the a big leaf model of surface energy partitioning
arid the Clapp and Hornberger (1978) relations for soil parameterisation do reveal
a structure similar to Equation (13). This is further evidence that the hereto
assumed dependence of stomatal conductance upon surface humidity deficit may
in fact be a direct response to the water flux.
3.3 LINKAGE TO THE MODEL OF BALI, et al. (1987) AND LEUNING (1995)
Based upon the work of Ball et al. (1987), Leuning (1995) propose a model for
stomatal conductance with an explicit dependence on net assimilation, a„ (mol
CO2 m-2 s-1). This is given by
= 9mm + (co c.) (1 + ir)o)
van
where i/ and D0 (kg kg-1) are parameters, ca (mol CO2 m-3) is atmospheric CO2
concentration and variable c. (mol CO2 in-3) is the CO2 compensation point. This
model has been tested extensively against FIFE data, and incorporated within the
latest GCMs (eg Cox et at, 1998). Net photosynthesis contains a dependence
(14)
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upon surface temperature, T, incoming solar radiation, I and intercellular CO2
concentration, ci (mol CO2 rn-3). The latter is calculated from the flux gradient
across the stomata thus:
_ gs
.(aa —al). (15)
A well established model of photosynthesis are those given by Collatz et al., 1991
and Collatz et at, 1992. These exhibit a peak in temperature response and saturate
in incoming solar (PAR?) radiation. It is noted that the functional forms of the
responses to T and / (see Cox et aL, 1998) are similar to those proposed by Jarvis
(1976) within .13(T) and MI) of Eqn (10).
In Cox et al.„ there is a discussion of how a soil water dependence may enter
within the Leuning (1995) model given by (14), given the observation that an itself
appears to be very sensitive to 0. Two mechanisms are proposed. These are either
that net photosynthesis itself is directly dependent upon 0 (see Equation (29) of
Cox et al., 1998), or that g, decreases for water stress, which in turn decreases c,
(through Equation (15) thereby reducing an. The latter possibility was rejected
due to the relative insensitivity of an to Cj, and as such changes within g, would only
weakly affect photosynthetic activity. However, the model of Tardieu and Davies
(1993), as presented within the framework above, show (Figure 1) a vary strong
dependence upon 0 within certain regions. This effect is sufficient to influence c„,
and so the second (direct water control of ga) may in fact be valid on the basis of
this model for stomatal opening.
4 A new formulation for stomatal control
It is noted that the Letining model contains a dependence upon D that is similar
to that of Jarvis (1976). Combining this information with the discussion of soil
dependence above, then it is possible to see an equivalence between the hydrological
aspects of Equation (14) and the full model given in Equations (1) to (9). That is,
it may be appropriate to replace v(1 +D/Do)' with the full (normalised) Tardieu
and Davies (1993) model, which (from (7)) is a dependence upon 4, and 0. The
temperature, light and intercellular CO2 concentrations that may impact upon
stomata] opening come in through a„ (effectively adjusting a within Equation (5).
It is therefore possible to make the unifying hypothesis that the models may be
combined to give a single description that is dependent upon both carbon and
water fluxes. That is:
64 • •
an93 = gamin, -I- (co c. ) e cAeApe 'ea,
E gs(Jw,a8;0,c0)
(16)
for some constant n.
To do - plot out the functional forms for this model.
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5 Discussion and conclusions
This is a theorectical study that has shown the equivalence of a family of "clo-
sures" for stomatal control. The undoubted success of many of these descriptions
against data also validates the new equivalent descriptions in the absence of any
particular preference on the absolute dependencies. Models such as Ball et al.
(1987), which contain an explicit dependence upon net photosynthetic activity,
an, have been adopted by the modelling community. Other researchers, most
notably Monteith (1995), argue the case for a direct dependence upon water flux,
J.,. Tardieu and Davies (1993) provide evidence that stomata respond directly to
hydrological status of the vegetation, and ABA concentration, itself a function of
J.. In this study, most features of all these representations have been shown to
contain striking similarities. This therefore raises the possibility that the majority
of responses to local climate observed by stomatal control are in fact dependen-
cies upon the fluxes themselves. In this paper, a new formalism is presented that
describes stomatal opening as a function of both net assimilation, an and water
flux, J., and with the only explicit dependence upon microclimate occurring as a
response to atmospheric CO2 concentration, ca and soil moisture content, O. Both
ca and 0 are slowly varying whereas the faster (diurnal) timescales of response
to local conditions can all be incorporated within a dependence upon the fluxes
themselves. The new formulation g, = g,(J.„ a„; 0, c.) as a new description for
stomatal conductance has potentially important implications for the ease of incor-
poration within climate models. It is also noted that the work of Farquhar (19xx)
suggests that the entire responsive form for stomatal conductance is to allow an
optimisation of carbon uptake for a given water usage. The proposed structure
given by Equation (17) may allow significant new insights into this hypothesis.
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Figure I. Predictions of stomatal conductance, following the model of Tardieu and Davies (1993),
as a function of soil moisture content and specific humidity deficit. Plot a) is for a = 0.0112 ms-I
and plot b) for the light or temperature stressed case with a = 0.00279
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Abstract
Predictions of average surface temperature of a sparsely vegetated West-African
savannah by both single and dual source models of surface energy partitioning are
compared. Within the single source model, the "excess resistance" to heat transfer
away from the canopy (compared to momentum absorption) is characterised by
parameter k131,where k is the von Karmin constant and B is the Stanton number. Two
values of this parameter are used; first kW = 2 (a value often used within surface
energy balance models but primarily applicable to permeable vegetation types) and
then 12.4 (a value applicable to the savannah in question, which consists more of bluff
roughness elements). As expected, the latter parameterisation generates better
predictions of surfacc temperature.
To make accurate predictions of surface temperature using a dual source model,
then an increase must be made to that model's in-canopy aerodynamic resistance.
Information on this increase is found through direct model intercomparison with the
single source model parameterised with kill = 12.4.
1
Keywords: Penman-Monteith equation, Surface temperature, Canopy resistance,
Savannah, Dual-Source model.
1. Introduction
The reliability of numerical weather models to predict climate change depends
critically on the correct modeling of the surface vegetation atmosphere interaction.
Surface temperature is a sensitive diagnostic of the success of land surface energy
partitioning modes, since the surface temperature indicates how the modelled energy
fluxes have been adjusted to the given conditions. So comparisons of the predictions
of surface temperature by surface-atmosphere transfer models against measurements is
a very stringent test of the models.
There are a number of types of surface vegetation-atmosphere transfer models. For
homogeneous land cover, a single source (Big Leaf) model (Monteith, 1965) is
suitable. To represent more complex canopies, dual source models with an explicit
upper canopy and an understorey composed of, for example, distinct plant types and
bare soil have been developed (Shuttleworth and Wallace, 1985; Dolman, 1993;
Huntingford et al., 1995). Recently, the dual source approach has evolved to a multi-
component approach (Verhoef and Allen, 1998).
Dual source models have two sets of aerodynamic resistances across which
individual, local, single source models are applied and an in-canopy point where such
resistances meet, allowing interaction between the soil/vegetation components. A
single aerodynamic resistancc connccts the combined canopy with the free
atmosphere. A single source model uses only one aerodynamic resistance and assumes
that all the surfaces are at an identical temperature and humidity.
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For complex vegetation communities a dual source model with its extra physical
realism should replicate the overall surface energy balance with greater accuracy than
a single source model. However, in spite of the over simplification of reality intrinsic
to a single source model, many authors have found, after appropriate tuning of the
model parameters, that it satisfactorily describes the surface energy balance of the
complex vegetation (REFS). Analogous parameters exist within the dual source model
and these also require calibration. A failure to do this could result in a simple but
correctly calibrated single source model performing better than an ill-parameterised
dual source model - this issue has been raised by Kustas (1990).
The comprehensive data set available from the HAPEX-Sahel project provides an
opportunity to assess the relative merits of single and dual source models for
estimating the surface vegetation atmosphere exchange for a spatially complex
vegetation community - savannah consisting of shrubs (20%) with an understorey of
sparse grasses and forbs.
The aim of this paper is to assess whether the greater physical realism of a dual
source model for savannah vegetation provides improved estimates of the mean
surface temperature and hence of the fluxes. Initially both models were run using the
best estimates from the literature of their parameters for "general" vegetation and the
estimates of the mean surface temperature compared. Then the parameters of the
models were individually changed to be appropriate for this particular location, before
again comparing their outputs.
2. Theory
2. /. The single source model
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The single source model (Monteith, 1965) is driven by values of windspeed,
temperature and humidity at a reference height, and a prescribed available energy (net
radiation minus soil heat flux), A. The model contains an aerodynamic resistance to
-
momentum, ra (sm1), and to heat transfer, raj, (sm-1). The difference between these
two resistances satisfies
B-1
* —r,h — (I)
where B is a nondimensional parameter (Stanton number) and ut (s nil) is the friction
velocity. For historical reasons, the difference is described by parameter kir' where k
is the Von Karmán constant. For permeable rough surfaces such as grasses, Brutsaert
(1982) and Garratt (1992) suggest kW= 2. However, bluff rough surfaces such as the
relatively rigid shrubs and bushes found in the Sahelian savannah have larger values
of kB-1;between 10 and 15 (see Garratt and Hicks, 1973; Stewart a al. 1994, Verhoef
et al., 1997).
2.2. The dual source model
The dual source model is based upon the aerodynamic resistance structure of Dolman
(1993) and Huntingford a aL (1995), whereby such resistances influence the transfer
of heat both within the canopy, and up into the atmosphere. Here the vegetation types
are indexed (by i) as "I" for the canopy and "2" for the understorey. The canopy and
-
understorey have heights h, (m), stomatal resistances rs+. (s m1), local leaf area
indices L, and the vegetation is assumed to be clumped at heights d; + zoms(m) where
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cl,= 0.75 h, (m) and zoin.= 0.1 /1,(m). Vegetation "1" has a fractional coverage a of the
ground, and vegetation "2" a fractional coverage of 1-a The in-canopy resistance, rat,
(s mi), plus resistance from canopy to reference height and the boundary-layer
resistances follow Eqns (15), (16) and (17) of Huntingford et aL (1995). Both
vegetation surfaces receive an available energy, Ai.
2.3. Linkages between the single and dual source models
Predictions of surface temperature for the single source model, Tss (°C) and the
spatially averaged surface temperature of the dual source model Trs (°C) are
compared, where
Trs = aT I + ( I —a )T2 (2)
and T, are individual surface temperatures as calculated by the dual source model. For
the single source model, an available energy A = crA, + (1—a)A2 and stomatal
resistance rsT= armi I LA/1+ (1—a)rs..2.,I L4I 2 are prescribed (see McNaughton,
1994, for example, for alternative aggregation schemes of stomatal resistance).
For the dual source model, variations within boundary-layer resistances and in-
canopy aerodynamic resistance, raucan perform a similar role to adjusting kBl within
the single source model. However, the (thin laminar) boundary-layer resistances close
to the leaves are well defined (see for example Jones, 1983). Variations to modelling
heat transfer (and associated surface temperatures) within the dual source model are
therefore placed within the less understood in-canopy aerodynamic resistance.
Resistance r3u (Huntingford et al., 1995) is replaced byfr30 wherebyf may be adjusted.
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3. The experimental data
The data used to calculate values of the effective model parameters were made by
the Department of Meteorology, Wageningen Agricultural University, The
Netherlands as part of the HAPEX-Sahel experiment (Goutorbe et at, 1994). The
experimental location was at 13°32'N, 02°60'E which is within the Central West
Supersite (Kabat a at, 1996 and Gash a at, 1997). The savannah consisted of 2-2.5
m high shrubs (Guiera senegalensis), with an undergrowth of sparse grasses and
forbs. The shrubs covered about 20% of the ground area (hence a= 0.2).
The data are from the period 16 September (Day 260) to 9 October, 1992 (Day
283). This corresponds to the start of the dry season, and the last rainfall (0.5 mm) was
observed on 20 September.
Windspeed, temperature and humidity were measured at a height of 4.5m using an
anemometer and a psychrometer, respectively. For details of the day to day variation
of the microclimate, see Vcrhocf a at (1996b). Values for A; were obtained from the
difference between net radiation, Rni (W n12) (obtained from two Funk radiometers,
installed at a height of 10.2 and 1.6 m) and soil heat flux, G1, (i = 1,2) (W ni2) for
both surface components. Here, G1 is the average of nine thermopile flux plates that
were installed under a shrub at an average depth of 40 mm. Soil temperature
measurements were used to correct G1 for the heat storage in the soil layer overlying
the plates. G2 was found from the Calorimetric method using a soil temperature
profile, measured with horizontally inserted PT- 100 resistance thermometers and
corresponding estimates of soil heat capacity (see Verhoef et al., I996a).
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The stomatal resistances are parameterised using Jarvis-Stewart type of equations
(Jarvis, 1976, Stewart, 1988), where rsTis dependent on environmental variables. The
parameters for rs-i,were derived from porometry (by Verhoef, 1995) which then
allowed the parameters for the calculation of rsT,to be derived from inversion of the
dual source model (Huntingford esat, 1995) for known surface evaporative fluxes (by
Verhoef, 1995). While rs-r,represents the stomatal resistance of bushes, rsT,is meant
to give an average surface resistance value of the total understorey, that is a
combination of grasses, forbs and bare soil.
The effective displacement and roughness length for the total surface were obtained
from wind profile measurements as described by Verhoef (1995), giving the values
zorn= 0.25 m and d = 1.14 m. Estimates of LI and 1,2were taken from Hanan e at
(1997).
For model verification, values of the canopy and understorey surface
temperatures were obtained using two infra-red thermometers, IRTs (Heimann KTI5,
Wiesbaden, Germany), with a field of view of 15 °, following the procedure described
below (see also Verhoef et at (1997). For continuous measurement of surface
temperature two fixed ERTswere used. One at a height of 1.60 m which was vertically
oriented above the grass/soil surface between the shrubs. The other, with a horizontal
inclination, was trained on the north-facing side of a bush. Furthermore, surface
temperature has been measured by using a manually tended IR sensor (Comet 8000,
Mawi-therm, Monheim, Germany).
The fixed IRT representing the understorey appeared to overestimate the surface
temperature because of its vertical installation (90 °), causing the instrument to 'see'
between the upright blades of grass (see also Malhi 1993). The readings for the total
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understorey, as recorded with the fixed IRT, were found to be very close to the
surface temperatures of the bare patches of soil, whereas the values of T measured for
the herb/grass layer (from a horizontal angle) were close to the bush temperatures.
The hand-held instrument, operated at an angle of 45 °, indicated that understorey
temperatures should roughly be between the values measured for bare soil and the
herb layer. Therefore, continuously measured surface temperatures were corrected
with the help of the readings recorded with the hand-held Comet using a linear
relationship developed by Verhoef (1995). Finally, the average surface temperature,
was found using the relative coverage of both surface components: T = 0.2T1 + 0.8T2.
Applying the condition that incoming solar radiation is positive, 411 data values
are available.
4. Results of model intercomparison
Three intercomparisons are made between the single and dual source models (Case
I - Case 3). In each intercomparison, the two models are driven by the single control
data point presented in Table I. These data are time-averages of the 411 half-hourly
data points, along with relevant vegetation parameters. This provides a first indication
of model differences. Then the models are driven by the full set of savannah driving
data, and with the diurnally varying stomatal resistances rsT (see Section 3).
Case I sets 034 = 2.0 within the single source model. The difference between
model predictions of surface temperature Tss and Trs for this control data point is
small (Table H), suggesting that the dual source in-canopy aerodynamic resistance
with f = 1.0 is similar to setting k13.1= 2 within the single source model. With these
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values of kB and f , the single source (Figure la, closed circles) and dual source
(Figure lb, closed circles) model predictions of surface temperature are compared
against the half-hourly diurnally varying savannah measurements. In both cases, there
is little scatter, and so each model is responding in a similar fashion to the driving
data. However, there is a systematic under estimation of surface temperature,
suggesting that both kI3-1 and f are incorrect.
Case 2 is identical to Case 1 except that now kW' = 12.4. This particular value was
found empirically using simultaneous measurements of surface temperature and
sensible heat fiux for the savannah site by Verhoef etal., 1997, and is towards the.top
of values found for a family of semiarid rangeland sites (Stewart et al., 1994). From
Figure la (open circles), it is seen that this change results in far better predictions of
surface temperature by the single source model, with thc points generally clustered
about the 1:1 line.
Case 3 adjusts parameter f so as to allow a similar improvement in the prediction of
mean surface temperature by the dual source model. This is achieved with f = 3.9
where this value is such that the dual source model makes an identical prediction of
mean surface temperature, for the control driving data, as that of the single source
model with kW' = 12.4 (see Table The new dual source model predictions of mean
surface temperature, 775are compared against data in Figure lb (open circles). There
exists a small tendency to overestimate at high temperatures and underestimate at low
temperatures (although, from visual inspection, this is less than for the single source
model in Figure la). However, the systematic bias has been almost eliminated when
compared to Case I and Case 2 (filled circles, Figure lb).
Case 3 is considered to be a better parameterisation of the dual source model.
Further evidence of this is the good performance, with f = 3.9, of the dual source
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model's predictions of bush and understorey temperatures (see Figure 2a and Figure
2b). By definition, the single source model cannot differentiate between such
temperatures, but the earlier understanding of savannah behaviour through the use of
the single source model has allowed a transfer of parameterisations such as to improve
the more complicated dual source model's output.
S. Discussion
This analysis shows that using either the single source or the dual source model with
literature values appropriate to "average" vegetation gives poor results compared to
the measured values of average surface temperature for the savannah site. In
particular, the greater physical realism of the dual source model does not improve
predictive ability. Work undertaken by others indicates that for the savannah, within
the single source model, a parameter value of kB-1= 12.4 is appropriate. This greatly
improves the performance of the single source model, although there is some
underestimation of the surface temperature at low values and overestimation at higher
surface temperatures. Since surface temperature is a very stringent check on the
accuracy of any surface energy partitioning model, this implies that the model, using
the new parameterisation for kW can be expected to provide reliable estimates of the
fluxes of sensible and latent heat. This also shows that an incorrectly calibrated dual
source model will make predictions that are worse than those of a properly tuned but
simpler single source model.
The dual source model can also be adjusted for savannah by varying the in-canopy
aerodynamic resistance until the average surface temperature simulated agrees with
that predicted by the single source model, the latter with the revised k131 value. Now
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the dual source model also performs well, giving the added benefit that temperatures
of the two components of shrubs and understorey can be predicted explicitly.
Comparison with measured surface temperatures of the individual components
confirms that such predictions are accurate. The ability to differentiate between and
model the different surface temperatures is of importance in designing agroforestry
experiments, and may also influence surface-atmosphere exchanges of CO2 (eg
Huntingford a al., 1998).
6. Conclusions
From this analysis it is concluded that the greater physical realism of the dual source
model does no better at simulating the savannah surface temperature than the single
source model when using parameters taken from the literature for "typical" vegetation
—both models underestimate the surface temperature by about five degrees. However,
as may be expected, the simulations of the single source model can be greatly
improved by using literature values of the parameters appropriate to the savannah
vegetation. Similar improvements can then be obtained using the dual source model
following calibration against the better parameterised single source model. The
advantage of the adjusted dual source model is that it can provide good simulations of
the surface temperatures of the two components.
Many studies of the surface energy balance reported in the literature use the single
source model. From this analysis, it has been demonstrated that parametcrisations
found in such studies have the potential to be reused to calibrate more complex and
more physically representative surface schemes such as the dual source model.
I I
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Variable/Parameter


Mean Standard
Value Deviation
Reference height windspeed (m 2.4 (0.7)
Reference height temperature T, (C) 30.6 (3.4)
Reference height humidity er (kPa) 2.3 (0.13)
Canopy available energy A1 (W 1112) 380 (218)
Understorey available energy A2 (W 250 (105)
Canopy height hi (m) 2.3


Understorey height h2 (m) 0.5


Fractional cover a 0.2


Canopy leaf area index LI 1.5


Understorey leaf area index 112 1.1


Canopy stomatal resistance rs-r(s m I) 128 (53)
Understorey stomata! resistance r (s m I)sT2 386 (122)
Roughness length for momentum Zan (m) 0.25


Displacement height d (m) 1.14


Table II
Case Coefficient Surface
temperature CC)
kB f TSS TTS
1 2.0 1.0 33.2 33.8
2 12.4 1.0 37.6 33.8
3 12.4 3.9 37.6 37.6
Table captions
Table I. The mean of daytime meteorological variables, measured half-hourly and at
411 separate times, over Sahelian savannah (standard deviations in brackets). Also
presented are model parameters applicable to the savannah vegetation.
Table H. Values of parameters k13-1(as required to evaluate the roughness length for
heat within the single source model) and f (as used in the parameterisation of the in-
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canopy resistance of the dual sourcc model) relevant to three model intercomparisons
(Case 1 - Case 3). Also presented arc values of surface temperature for the single
source model, Tss, and spatially averaged surface temperature for the dual source
model, Trs, at the control environmental data point (see Table I). By definition there is
equality for Case 3.
Figure captions
Figure 1. The relation between a) single source model predictions of surface
temperature, Tss, and savannah measurements and b) dual source model predictions of
mean surface temperature, Tss, and savannah measurements. In Figure la), the closed
circles correspond to Case 1 (kB-1 = 2) and the open circles correspond to Case 2 and
Case 3 (kW' = 12.4). In Figure lb), the closed circles correspond to Case I and Casc
2 (f = 1.0) and the open circles correspond to Case 3 (I=3.9).
Figure 2. A plot of dual source model predictions (for Case 3) of a) the upper canopy
temperature. T1and b) the understorey T2against measurements.
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Abstract. Daily mean values of the Priestley-Taylor coefficient, it , arc derived from a simple model
of the daily growth of a convective boundary layec For a particular control set of driving environ-
mental variables, et is related to the prescribed bulk surface resistance, rs by 1/er = i/a0 mrs
for parameters cro and tn. The dependence of the parameters an and in on weather is explored and a
potential use of this linear relation to provide information about regional values of rs is indicated.
Keywords: Atmospheric boundary layer. Diurnal variability, Latent heat flux, Pricstley-Taylor co-
efficient, Surface resistance
1. Introduction
In models of the convective boundary layer (CBL), the state of the underlying
surface is dominated by specification of a bulk surface resistance, rs, a quantity
that plays a central role in the partitioning of energy between sensible and latent
heat (Monteith, 1981). McNaughton and Spriggs (1989) used climate records from
Cabauw in The Netherlands to drive a CBL model and obtained daily mean val-
ues of the nondimensional Priestley-Taylor coefficient, a (Priestley and Taylor,
1972). They found that otwas a sigmoidal function of the logarithm of rs, assumed
constant during the day. Using the same CBL model, it is demonstrated here that
the reciprocal of et increases almost linearly with rs and the extent to which the
constants of this rcgression depend on climate is explored.
2. The Governing Equations
The CBL model developed by McNaughton and Spriggs (1989) consists of (a) a
uniform surface at the ground endowed with the properties of a vegetation canopy,
a "surface" layer, the height of which is identified as the Obukhov length, L and
a "fully-mixed" layer extending from height L to a capping inversion, above
which a stable layer exists.
1.4 llaundary-Lityer Meteoralogv 88: 87-101,1998.
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2.1. THE CANOPY AND SURFACE LAYER
Canopy behaviour is described through the bulk surface resistance, rs. If 0, (K)
and qc (kg kg-1) are, respectively, effective values at the vegetation surface of
temperature and specific humidity, then the upward latent heat flux, XE (W m-2),
may be defined as
Xp (q,a,(0c) — qc)
XE = (1)
where (inn (kg kg-1) is the temperature dependent saturated specific humidity, X (J
kg-1) is the latent heat of vaporisation of water and p (kg m-3) is the density of air
at the surface. Energy closure is satisfied by
A = XE H (2)
where A (W m-2) is the available energy (net radiative flux minus downward soil
heat flux) and H (W 111-2) is the upward sensible heat flux.
The surface layer is assumed to have height ILI (for consistency with Mc-
Naughton and Spriggs, 1989), across which fluxes of momentum, vapour and heat
are constant. This height is a somewhat arbitrary choice, but for most hours of
the diurnal cycle is similar in size to heights proposed by other authors (for in-
stance De Bruin and Jacobs (1989) and Garratt (1992) suggest one-tenth of the
boundary-layer height, and Raupach (1998) suggests a fixed height of 50 m). The
aerodynamic resistances to momentum, ram (s m-1), heat rah (s m-1) and vapour
ra, (s m-I), across the surface layer are then defined by
In
zo—ni — Ifr2
Here, th =+ 0.07XE)). 1.12 and *2 =


1.88
LLI) -(Zorn
ram —
ku.
In —ILI1-ln(
ZOm
rah = rat, = ku.
where L = —pcpu3.0c1(kg(H
ZOT
are stability corrections applied at z = ILI (Paulson, 1970). It is assumed that
1n(zoalzor) = 2 (e.g. see Garratt, 1992) where zo, (m) is the roughness length for
momentum and zor (m) is the roughness length for both heat and vapour; k = 0.41
is the von Kármán constant, ue (m s-I) is the friction velocity, g (m s- 2) is the
gravitational acceleration and ce (J kg-1 K-1) is the specific heat capacity of air.
lf, throughout the fully-mixed layer, um (m s-1) is wind velocity, 0„,(K) poten-
tial temperature and q„, (kg kg-1) is specific humidity, then these values provide
boundary conditions at the top of the surface layer so that
u2 = — , (5)
ram
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-
AP(qc - qm)  
XE 

rah I
H -
pc p(Oa - 0)
rah
For specified values of u,,„ Om, q„, and A, simultaneous solution to Equations (1) -
(7) gives values of U., ram, rah, canopy level states, U, qc and surface energy fluxes,
XE and H . Elimination of variables means the latent heat flux may be written as
EA +
Xp {q1a,(0) - qm)
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hAE = ra (8) .
where c is defined as
E =
Chat(Oc) (bat (Ont)
 —
CPOc — 0,n


If f is linearised as c (XI cp)dq,a11d0 , evaluated at 0 = Om, then Equation (8)
is formally identical to the Penman-Monteith combination equation (Monteith,
1981). However, such linearisation could produce significant errors if applied across
the entire surface layer (McArthur, 1990). For this paper (as in McNaughton and
Spriggs, 1989), the exact solution to Equations (1)-(7) is calculated.
2.2. THE FULLY-MIXED LAYER
In the absence of advection, the daily evolution of Om and q„, is determined by
the behaviour of the evolving CBL, the surface fluxes X E and H, and the ther-
modynamic conditions within the stable layer above the inversion capping. The
fully-mixed layer model (McNaughton and Spriggs, 1989) is based on budget equa-
tions (Tennekes, 1973 and McNaughton and Spriggs, 1986) for heat and vapour
(assuming L << II), viz.
dem  pch = H + pc p[0,(h) - 0„,1
—
P dt
dh
dt
d/z
Aphdqm = XE + pX[qs(h) - ga] cT.
dt
Here /I (m) is the CBL height, and O(h) (K) and q,(h) (kg kg- ) are respectively
the potential temperature and humidity within the stable layer directly above the
inversion capping. A third equation is required to close the system.. The rate of
increase in height of the fully-mixed layer is assumed directly proportional to the
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virtual heat flux and inversely proportional both to h and to the gradient of potential
virtual temperature (McNaughton and Spriggs, 1989) so that
dh H + 0.07AE
dt — pc ph d(03(1 + 0.61g5))
dh
(12)
Given stable layer profiles of Os(z) and q, (z) above the CBL, and fluxes of AE and
H , the time dependent behaviour of 0„„ q„, and h may be calculated.
2.3. A NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE FULL CBL AND ASSOCIATED BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
The canOpy, surface layer and fully-mixed layer are coupled. Fluxes of sensible and
latent heat, evaluated within the canopy and surface layer, depend on the mixed-
layer temperature and humidity. Simultaneously, the diurnal course of mixed-layer
variables depends on the integrated behaviour of such surface energy fluxes. This
paper explores a numerical model that combines all these components of the CBL.
Specified initial and driving boundary conditions are required. The diurnal
course of available energy is assumed to be parabolic as
A = 4A max
_(1 t
tdoy tday
where t (s) is time since sunrise, /day (s) is day length and A„,„ (W I11-2) is the
maximum available energy (at midday). Potential temperature and humidity within
the stable layer are assumed to vary linearly with height, that is
03(z) = Oso+ Yoz,
qs(z)= qso+ yqz,
where 030(K), Yo (K m-1), go (kg kg-1) and yq (kg kg-1 m-1) are lapse rates that
require specification.
To allow for the collapse of the nocturnal boundary layer and the development
of convection, boundary conditions of /10 (m), A00 (K) and Ago (kg kg-1) are
specified at t = to = 3600 s after sunrise, when h(to) = ho, Om(to) = Os(ho) —aeo
and q„,(to) = q,(ho) — Ago. The mixed-layer windspeed, u,,,, is specified and
assumed constant both in height and time. The numerical model generates values
of XE,0,„q„, and h„, as functions of time after sunrise.
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TABLE 1
A control set of driving conditions for
the full CBL model
Variable Units Value
Arno, w m - 2 300
030 K 293.0
Ye K m-1 0.003
930 kg kg-1 0.01
Yq kg kg-1 m-1 0.0
—1um m s 4.0
zo. m 0.2
ho in 200
tiOci K 1.0
690 kg kg-1 0.01
:day s 43200
2.4. DIAGNOsncs
The Priestley-Taylor coefficient (Priestley and Taylor, 1972) can be expressed as
+ 1 kE
A
From Equation (8), Equation (13) may be written as
Ap (Om)—q„,)
E 1+ C
rs 1+ S1+ 	
ra(f ± I)
where C and S are nondimensional and referred to here as the climate number and
surface number respectively.
The Priestley-Taylor coefficient has often been reported as having only a small
diurnal range for both open water and freely transpiring vegetation (see for instance
Davies and Allen (1973), Bailey and Davies (1981) and Driedonks (1981)). Such
conservatism gives significance to a mean diurnal value of this variable, Cr.A fully
coupled model of the CBL allows investigation of the dependence oIã on rs and
any prescribed driving environmental conditions. Such a model could also allow
comparison with the equilibrium approach, as presented by McNaughton and Jarvis
0983) and Culf (1994).
1+
CY=
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3. Numerical Results
3.1. A SINGLE MODEL RUN
The control set of driving conditions in Table I provides input for the CBL model
and Figure 1plots the daily evolution of the model diagnostics AE, Om, q„,, hm, a, C
and S with the bulk surface resistance set at rs = 100 s The Priestley-Taylor
coefficient demonstrates a high degree of conservatism throughout much of the
day, as identified and explored by De Bruin (1983). There is a period both at the
very beginning and end of each day, whereby H 0.07A.E < 0 (corresponding
to L > 0) and so the virtual potential heat flux is downwards. For such stable
atmospheric conditions, Equations (3) and (4) are not meaningful, and generate
singularities. The beginning of such a response may be seen in the anomalous
behaviour of variable C late in the day.
3.2. THE DEPENDENCE OF Et UPON BULK SURFACE RESISTANCE, rs
The dependence of a, c and on rs is analysed for the conditions in Table I, where
the averaging is performed for 0.2tda, < t < 0.8tday, that is the middle three-fifths
of each day. The numerical code is run for twenty values of rs = 10, 20, ... , 200
s m (a range of surface resistance corresponding to well-watered to moderately
stressed vegetation) and results are presented in Figure 2. The correlation between
1/er and rs is nearly linear, so that Etand rs may be related by
11
= — rnrs.
a ao
(15)
A simple least squares regression, for the runs in Figure 2, gives cro = 1.391,
in = 0.00326 m and a correlation coefficient of r = 0.998.
Also plotted in Figure 2 is the behaviour of Er for far higher values of rs. The
sigmoidal dependence of ei upon log(rs), as observed by McNaughton and Spriggs
(1989), is now apparent. A linear relation between 1/ii and rs is again present,
although this is not described well with the values of m and ce0valid for rs < 200
s m. A linear fit for the wider range would be at the expense of accuracy at the
more important low rs values.
3.3. A CALIBRATION OF aci AND in AGAINST INDIVIDUAL DRIVING
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
The dependence of croand m in Equation (15) upon the parameters listed in Table
I is examined. Each parameter of Table l is varied individually and the numerical
CBL model re-run for the range 10 < rs < 200 s The "best fit" values of
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Figure I. Results from a single run of the CBL model using driving environmental conditions
described in Table I and with rs = 100 s rn I. Individual plots are of the prescribed diur-
nal variation of (a) available energy. A and calculated variations of (b) evaporative flux, XE. (c)
fully-mixed layer temperature. Om, (d) fully-mixed layer humidity. qm. (e) boundary-layer height.
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Figure 2. Results from multiple runs of thc full CBL model using driving environmental conditions
described in Table 1and values of bulk surface resistances in the range 10 < rs < 200 s m- I. Plots
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rn and ao against rs arc calculated, and then plotted against the adjustcd parame-
ter (sec Figure 3a and Figure 3b). In each example, the correlation coefficient r
was nearly unity, indicating that the reduction of the canopy, surface layer, and
fully-mixed layer description of the CBL to Equation (15) is robust. For the range
prescribed to each parameter, there is relatively little variation in either ao or rn,
except for the dependence on OA and q50. The dependence on initial conditions
ho, A% and Aqo are particularly weak. However, prescribed changes in individual
parameters are not directly comparable, so it is unwise to order sensitivities.
Because of the relatively small sensitivity ofao and m to each parameter, regres-
sion coefficients associated with multiple changes in driving parameters may be
predicted with acceptable accuracy by a linear imposition of the results in Figures
3a and 3b. As an example, with Amoy, = 400 W m-2, % r= 293 K and other
parameters as in Table I, then ao = 1.344 and m = 0.00384 m s-1. Similarly, with
Amax = 300 W m-2, % = 298 K then ao = 1.464 and m = 0.00187 m s-1. With
the values for ao and m as given in Section 3.2, then for both Amax = 400 W m-2
and % = 298 K, linearisation predicts
ao = 1.391 + (1.344 — 1.391) + (1.464 — 1.391) = 1.417,
m = 0.00326 + (0.00384 —0.00326) + (0.00187 —0.00326) = 0.00245.
As a check to obtain precise values, running the numerical model with Amax =
400 W m-2 and % = 298 K (other parameters as in Table I) gives ao = 1.427
and m = 0.00241. As the error in prediction of ao and m is significantly smaller
than the overall changes in these parameters, linearisation appears valid to a first
approximation. However, there are an unlimited number of possible combinations
of parameter changes, and some "cross" terms may be important.
4. A Methodology to Infer Regional Values of rs and a
4.1. THEORY
Suppose at height z = z', standard microclimatological measurements of wind-
speed, temperature, 0' (K) and humidity, q' (kg kg-I) are recorded, and a measure-
ment or estimate of energy A' (W m-2) is available. Variable c' = c(z'), and an
approximation, without stability corrections, of the aerodynamic resistance to heat
and vapour from the surface to z = z'. r'„h (sm I), may be calculated. All variables
needed to calculate a within Equation (14) arc known except rs. If er a, then
Equation (15) also holds; Equation (14) represents the Big Leaf model driven by
point meteorological measurements and Equation (15) summarises CBL behaviour.
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Variable a may be eliminated between these two equations, to derive an estimate
for r3:
—
Ap iqs„, (0') —q' 1) 	 I 

rn (I +
r„„(€' + 1)
I — — I +
ao
1 [ Ap lq 5„, (0') —q' 11
riahA' (16)
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An iterative procedure may be developed to include stability corrections within
The Priestley-Taylor coefficient can now be estimated as (1 /ao + mrsi I.
4.2. THE PERFORMANCE OF EQUATION (16)
For the single run in Section 3.11 the numerical model calculates hourly values of
D' , El and A' at z' = 2m for the middle three-fifths of the day. Substitution
of these values within Equation (16) for each of the hours, and with the values of
ao and m from Section 3.2, yields a wide range of values for rs'. However, thcir
mean value is rs = 106.5 s m-1, which is very close to the prescribed value of
100 s m-1. To assess whether this good estimate of rs is merely fortuitous, and to
obtain error estimates for Equation (16), this exercise is repeated for the values of
driving variables and ao and in as presented in Figure 3a and Figure 3b. Including
the control values of Table I, this corresponds to 45 points, and each numerical test
is repeated for prescribed values of rs = 50, 100 and 150 s m-1. Values of rs' are
presented in histogram form in Figure 4 and it is seen that in all cases, there is a bias
towards an overestimation of rs. The spread is lowest for rs = 50 s m-1, but in all
three cases the majority of values of rs' lie within 10 % of rs. Provided estimates are
available of all parameters within Table I (such that m and ao may be calculated),
then through Equation (16), hourly standard meteorological measurements may be
used to estimate rs on a given day without the additional requirement of surface
flux measurements.
S. Conclusions
It has been demonstrated that, over a range of values of bulk surface resistance,
rs, and for a particular control set of driving conditions, a linear relation exists
between the inverse of the mean diurnal value of the Priestley-Taylor coefficient
and the (fixed) bulk stomatal resistance (Equation (15)). Such a relation is shown
to be general over a range of driving variables, albeit with different ao and m
values. This simple relation encapsulates much of the behaviour.of a growing CBL.
For a homogeneous surface, away from strong advection, and where rs is known,
this model could eliminate the need to use the Big Leaf model (and associated
prescription of climate variable C) to determine surface energy partitioning.
The dependence of ao and in on individual changes of environmental driving
conditions is shown to be generally weak. The presented dependence upon different
stable-laydr profiles represents an explicit technique for characterising the effect of
nocturnal conditions on subsequent daytime behaviour. The weak sensitivity of
parameters ao and m to most environmental driving conditions suggests that an
acceptable estimate of these parameters values may be obtained through a simple
linear superposition of known dependencies. Such calculations reveal values of
driving conditions where the Priestley-Taylor coefficient departs from the often
quoted range of 1.2 < < 1.3.
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The linear relation between 1/Erand rs can be used in conjunction with separate
calculations of the Penman-Monteith equation such that estimates of rs may be
made using data from a meteorological station (Equation (16)). For the numerical
runs performed, the mean of these estimates accurately predict the prescribed value
of rs. This inverse technique may be especially useful when information on the
daily variation in rs is required (for instance, during "dry-down" between rainfall
events), but measurements of the evaporative flux are not available.
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